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Abstract
It is critical to reduce electric energy to be consumed in every area in order to
realize eco society. Huge amount of electric energy is consumed by servers in
scalable clusters like cloud computing systems in information systems. We have
to reduce electric energy consumed in information systems, especially server clus-
ters to realize eco society. There are multiple approaches to reducing the electric
energy consumption of servers like hardware oriented approach like developing
energy-efficient CPUs. In this thesis, we newly propose a macro-level approach
where we aim at reducing the total electric energy consumption of a whole server
to perform application processes without considering how much electric energy
each hardware device consumes. In order to discuss how to reduce the electric
energy consumption of servers in a cluster, we first need a power consumption
model which shows how much electric power a server consumes to perform ap-
plication processes. In this thesis, a term process means an application process
to be performed on a server. First, we measure the electric power consumed by
types of servers to perform types of application processes. Then, by abstracting
parameters which mostly dominate the electric power consumption of a server,
we newly propose a power consumption model named an MLPCM (Multi-Level
Power Consumption with Multiple CPUs) model where the electric energy con-
sumption of a server depends on numbers of active CPUs, cores, and threads to
perform application processes.
In information systems, processes requested by applications on clients have to
be performed on servers so that not only QoS (quality of service) requirements
like response time and throughput are satisfied but also the total electric energy
consumed by servers to perform processes has to be reduced. Based on the power
consumption and computation models, algorithms to select a most energy-efficient
server to perform a process issued by a client. Here, some servers might be over-
loaded and consume more electric energy than expected. In this thesis, we newly
propose a process migration approach where processes migrate from host servers
ix
to more energy-efficient servers in a cluster. First, we propose an MG (MiGration)
algorithm. Here, each process on a host server migrates to another guest server
if the total electric energy to be consumed by both the servers can be reduced.
However, it is not easy to migrate process among servers due to heterogeneity of
the servers.
Virtual machines are now widely used to support applications with virtual
computation service in clusters like cloud computing systems, which is indepen-
dent of heterogeneity and distribution of servers. Furthermore, a virtual machine
on a host server can migrate to a guest server while processes are being performed
on the virtual machine, i.e. live migration. For example, if the host server of a
virtual machine is heavily loaded and a guest server is less loaded, the virtual ma-
chine migrates to the guest server. Processes can easily migrate from servers to
servers by using virtual machines even if the servers are heterogeneous. We first
propose a static type of migration algorithm, an EAMV (Energy-Aware Migra-
tion of Virtual machines) algorithm where not only a virtual machine is selected
to perform a process issued by a client but also a virtual machine migrates to a
guest server which is expected to consume smaller electric energy to perform pro-
cesses on the virtual machine. Here, a collection of virtual machines are invariant.
Next, we consider a cluster where virtual machines are dynamically created and
dropped depending on number of processes performed on server. We propose a
DVMM (Dynamic Virtual Machine Migration) algorithm to reduce the total elec-
tric energy consumption of servers. If an application issues a process to a cluster,
a most energy-efficient host server is first selected and the process is performed
on a least-loaded virtual machine on the host server. Then, a virtual machine is
selected on a host server and the virtual machine migrates from a host server to a
guest server so that total electric energy consumption of the servers can be reduced
if the host server is expected to consume more electric energy.
In the evaluation, we obtain the total electric energy and active time of servers
and the average execution time of processes compared with non-migration algo-
rithms in the simulation. We show not only the total electric energy consumption
and active time of servers but also the average execution time of processes can be
reduced in the DVMM algorithm compared with the other algorithms.
Keywords: Energy-efficient computation, Virtual machine, Power consump-
tion model, Energy-aware dynamic migration of virtual machines,
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We have to reduce the electric energy consumed in information systems to real-
ize eco society as discussed in the Kyoto protocol [34], COP21 [58], and COP23
[59]. Especially, huge amount of electric energy is consumed by servers in scal-
able server clusters like cloud computing systems [21, 30] and Internet of Things
(IoT) [45]. Hence, it is critical to reduce the electric energy consumed by servers
in clusters since servers consume more electric energy than clients and other IOT
devices like sensors. There are approaches to reducing the electric energy con-
sumption of computer, especially a server. In the hardware-oriented approach,
energy-efficient hardware devices like CPUs [33, 3] and storages like SSD [53]
are developed and used in servers.
The electric power consumption of a server depends on not only hardware
devices but also software components, especially application processes because
the hardware devices are activated and consume electric energy to perform soft-
ware components. In our macro-level approach to reducing the electric energy
consumption of servers [21, 22], we aim at reducing the total electric energy [J]
consumed by a whole server to perform application processes. We do not discuss
how much electric energy each hardware device consumes. It is more significant
to make clear how much amount of electric energy each server totally consumes
from application software’s point of view. In order to discuss how to reduce the
electric energy consumption of servers in a cluster, we first have to define a power
consumption model which gives how much electric power [W] a server totally
consumes to perform application processes. Types of power consumption models
of a server to perform computation, communication, and storage types of appli-
cation processes are proposed in our previous studies [22]. In the MLPC (Multi-
Level Power Consumption) model [36, 37], the electric power consumption of a
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server depends on the number of active threads. In this thesis, we newly propose
an MLPCM (MLPC model of a server with Multiple CPUs) model [38, 39] of
a server with multiple CPUs. Here, the electric power consumption of a server
to perform application processes depends on the numbers of active CPUs, active
cores, and active threads of the server. In addition to the power consumption
model, we have to make clear how long it takes to perform each application pro-
cess concurrently with other application processes on a server. In this thesis, we
propose an MLCM (Multi-Level Computation model with Multiple CPUs) model
[38] which gives the execution time of each application process performed on a
server with multiple CPUs. By using the MLPCM and MLCM models, we can
estimate the electric energy to be consumed by a server to perform application pro-
cesses. In this thesis, we propose a model to simply estimate the execution time
of each application process only using the total number of application processes
currently performed on a server based on the power consumption model. In order
to reduce the electric energy consumption of servers in a cluster, types of server
selection algorithms are proposed [14, 22, 23, 27, 36, 37, 38, 39]. Here, each time
a client issues a request to a cluster, a host server is selected in a cluster and an
application process is created to handle the request on the host server so that the
total electric energy consumption of the servers can be reduced. A processmeans
an application process issued by an application and is performed on a server in
this thesis.
A process migration approach is also discussed in addition to selecting a host
server for each application process [12, 14, 16]. Here, a server is selected to per-
form an application process issued by clients in server selection algorithms. After
application processes are performed on servers, servers might be overloaded and
consume more electric energy than expected. In this thesis, we newly propose a
process migration approach to reducing the electric energy consumptions. Here,
processes migrate to more energy-efficient guest servers while the processes are
being performed. However, it is not easy to migrate types of application processes
to other servers in a heterogeneous cluster where architectures and operating sys-
tems of servers are different.
A server cluster provides applications with virtual computation service by us-
ing virtual machines like KVM [44] and VMware [60]. Applications processes
can be performed on a virtual machine without being conscious of what servers
support what computation resources in a cluster, i.e. independent of heterogene-
ity and distribution of servers. Furthermore, a virtual machine on a host server
can migrate to a guest server while processes are being performed on the vir-
tual machine, i.e. live migration [44]. In our previous studies [20, 57], types of
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energy-efficient migration algorithms are proposed, where a virtual machine mi-
grates from a host server to a more energy-efficient guest server. First, we discuss
a static cluster where a set of virtual machines are invariant while each virtual ma-
chine migrates to guest servers in a cluster. In this thesis, we propose an EAMV
(Energy-Aware Migration of Virtual machines) algorithm to migrate virtual ma-
chines in a static cluster. Hence, the more number of application processes are
issued to a cluster, the more number of application processes are performed on
each virtual machine. Here, a virtual machine might not find a guest server since
too many number of application processes are performed on the virtual machine
to migrate to another server.
Next, we consider a dynamic cluster where virtual machines are dynami-
cally created and dropped depending on number of processes to be performed on
servers. We newly propose a dynamic virtual machine migration (DVMM) algo-
rithm for a dynamic cluster in this thesis. Here, if an application process is issued
to a cluster, a host server is first selected, which is expected to consume smallest
electric energy. Then, a virtual machine is newly created or selected in existing
virtual machines and the application process is performed on the selected virtual
machine. Each virtual machine migrates from the host server to a guest server
if an application processes on the virtual machine can be more energy-efficiently
performed on the guest server.
We evaluate the MG, EAMV, and DVMM algorithms proposed in this thesis
in terms of the total electric energy consumption of servers and average execu-
tion time of application processes performed on the servers compared with non-
migration algorithms in the simulation. We develop a simulation to measure the
electric energy consumption of a server to perform application processes. We
show the total electric energy consumption and total active time of servers can be
mostly reduced and average execution time of application processes can be mostly
shortened by the DVMM algorithm in the evaluation.
The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows.
In chapter 2, we overview research studies related with this thesis. Energy-
efficient hardware devices like CPUs are developed in industries. In this thesis,
we do not consider the electric power consumption of each hardware device like a
CPU. Especially, we propose a macro-level approach where the total electric en-
ergy consumed by a whole server is considered to perform application processes.
In chapter 3, we present a model of servers and virtual machines. A server
is composed of CPUs and each CPU is composed of multiple cores. Each core
supports one or two threads. A cluster of servers supports applications virtual ser-
vices on resources like CPU, memory, and storages through virtual machines on
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servers. Here, applications use computation resources without being conscious of
which server supports the computation resources. Furthermore, a virtual machine
can migrate from a host server to another guest server while application processes
are being performed, i.e. live migration,
In chapter 4, we propose the power consumption and computation models of
a servers, which give electric power consumed by a server to perform applica-
tion processes and execution time of each application process on a server. Here,
we propose an MLPCM (Multi-Level Power Consumption with Multiple CPUs)
model as a power consumption model of a server which is composed of multiple
CPUs. We also propose an MLPC (Multi-Level Power Consumption) model of
a server which gives the execution time of each current application process on
a server. By using the MLPCM and MLPC models, we can estimate the execu-
tion time of each application process and electric energy to be consumed by each
server to perform application processes.
In chapter 5, we consider a process migration approach to energy-efficiently
performing an application process on servers in a cluster. If an application pro-
cess is issued by a client, a server is selected to perform the application process
where the expected electric energy consumption of the server is the smallest in
a cluster. Furthermore, an application process migrates from a host server to an-
other guest server if the host server is expected to consume more electric energy
than expected. We show the electric energy consumption of servers in the process
migration approach can be reduced compared with the non-migration approaches.
In chapter 6, we discuss the process migration approach by using virtual ma-
chines in a cluster. An application processes are able to easily migrate from host
servers to guest servers even if servers are heterogeneous, e.g. diffrent architec-
tures and operating systems. First, we consider a static cluster where the mem-
bership of virtual machines is not changed, i.e. the number of virtual machines is
invariant. In this thesis, we propose an EAMV (Energy-Aware Migration of Vir-
tual machines) algorithm to select a virtual machine to perform a request process
issued by a client and to migrate a virtual machine to another guest server in order
to reduce the total electric energy consumption of servers in a cluster.
In chapter 7, we consider a dynamic cluster whose membership is dynami-
cally changed depending on number of processes performed in a cluster. In this
thesis, we propose a DVMM (Dynamic Virtual Machine Migration) algorithm.
In the DVMM algorithm, virtual machines are dynamically created and dropped
depending on the number of application processes. Initially, there is no virtual
machine on each server in a cluster. A server is first selected to perform an ap-
plication process in the same way as the EAMV algorithm. Then, a smallest
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virtual machine where the fewest number of application processes are performed
is selected on the server. If more number of application processes on the virtual
machine are performed than some number, a new virtual machine is created to
perform the application process. Otherwise, the application process is performed
on the smallest virtual machine.
In chapter 8, we evaluate the MG, EAMV, and DVMM algorithms proposed
in this thesis in terms of total electric energy consumption and total active time
of servers and the average execution time of application processes. We develop a
time-based simulator on a database in SQL to evaluate the algorithms, especially
measure the electric energy consumption of servers to perform application pro-
cesses. The total electric energy consumption and active time of servers and the
average execution time of application processes in the dynamic DVMM algorithm
can be mostly reduced compared with the EAMV algorithm and non-migration al-
gorithms.
In chapter 9, we conclude this thesis. In this thesis, we newly propose the
macro-level approach to reducing the total electric energy consumed by informa-
tion system. Then, we newly propose the power consumption model and the com-
putation model of a server to perform application processes. Based on the power
consumption and computation models, we propose the MG, EAMV, and DVMM
algorithms to migrate application processes to more energy-efficient servers by
taking advantage of virtual machines supported by server clusters. Our proposed
macro-level approach, power consumption and computation models, and algo-
rithms to select servers and migrate virtual machines are theoretical and practi-
cal foundations to discuss models, architecture, algorithms, implementation, and
evaluation of eco information systems.
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Chapter 2
Related Studies
Information systems are now getting scalable like cloud computing systems [8]
and IOT (Internet of Things) [45]. Servers in these information systems con-
sume more electric energy [J] than clients, personal computers (PCs) and other
IoT devices like sensor and actor nodes. Hence, it is critical to reduce the elec-
tric energy to be consumed by servers in clusters. There are approaches to re-
ducing the electric energy consumption of servers in a cluster. One approach is
a hardware-oriented approach where energy-efficient hardware devices like Intel
CPU [33] and AMD CPU [3] and storages (SSD) [53] are developed. For exam-
ple, energy-efficient CPUs like Intel Xeon [33], AMD Ryzen [3], and ARM [4]
are developed by industries and are used in computers like servers. The electric
energy consumption of computers like servers and personal computers (PCs) is
now decreasing according to the these energy-efficient hardware devices, espe-
cially energy-efficient CPUs.
The electric power consumption [W] of a server depends on not only hardware
devices but also software components, especially application processes. Hard-
ware devices are activated by software components, i.e. processes and consume
electric energy. A server thus consumes electric power to perform application
processes. In our macro-level approach [21, 22] to reducing the electric energy
consumption of a server, we rather aim at reducing the total electric power con-
sumed by a whole server to perform application processes without considering
the power consumption of each hardware device. In order to design, implement,
and evaluate energy-efficient information systems, we first need a formal power
consumption model of a server to perform application processes. A power con-
sumption model gives electric power [W] to be consumed by a whole server to
perform application processes. In our approach, we first measure electric power
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which each server consumes to perform types of application processes like com-
putation, storage, communication, and general types of processes [22] by using
the electric power meter UWMeters [46] as shown in Figure 2.1. Here, the elec-
tric power consumption [W] of a server can be measured every 100 millisecond.
By abstracting parameters which mostly dominate the electric power consumption
of a server, we define types of power consumption models.
processes
CPU memory
Power
meter
server
Macro-level approach
hardware-oriented
approach
Figure 2.1: Macro-level approach.
First, we consider a computation type of an application process which con-
sumes CPU resources like scientific computation. The SPC (Simple Power Con-
sumption) model [21, 22, 23] is proposed as a power consumption model of a
server to perform application processes of a computation type. The SPC model is
the first power consumption model of a server to give the total electric power. In
the SPC model, a server st consumes the maximum electric power maxEt [W]
if at least one application process is performed. If no process is performed on a
server st, the server st consumes the minimum electric power minEt [W]. Thus,
the electric power consumption of a server st is either the maximum maxEt or
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minimumminEt as shown in Figure 2.2. A server with a one-thread CPU follows
the SPC model.
݉݅݊ܧ௧
݉ܽݔܧ௧
Number n of processes.
   [W]
ͳͲ 2 ....
Figure 2.2: SPC model.
The MLPC (multi-level power consumption) model [36, 37] is furthermore
discussed as a power consumption model of a server with a multi-thread CPU.
A CPU is composed of one or more than one core. Each core supports threads,
usually one or two threads. A thread is active where at least one application
process is performed. A core is active if at least one thread is active. Here, the
electric power consumption of a server depends on numbers of active cores and
active threads of the server.
A server is currently equipped with multiple multi-thread CPUs. TheMLPCM
(MLPC model of a server with Multiple CPUs) model [38, 39] is also proposed
for a server with multiple CPUs to perform application processes which mainly
use CPU resource. In the MLPCM model, the electric power consumption of a
server to perform application processes depends on the number of active CPUs,
active cores, and active threads.
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݉݅݊ ௧ܶ௜
Number n of processes.
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ʹͳ ǥ ǥ Ǥ
Figure 2.3: SC model.
The power consumption models are also proposed for communication [21,
22] and storage [32, 49, 52] types of application processes. In papers [21, 22],
the power consumption model of a download server is proposed. A algorithms
to select a server in a cluster are also proposed. Here, it is shown the electric
power consumed by a server to transfer data depends on the total transmission
rate at which the server transmits data to clients. The power consumption of the
communication device to transfer data in files is not so large compared with CPUs.
In a storage type of application process, files in storage drives are manipulated
like database and web applications. The power consumption model of a storage
server to perform storage application processes is proposed [50, 51]. Here, the
electric power consumption of a server is some constant larger than the power
consumption to perform computation application processes.
In addition to the power consumption models, we need a computation model
of a server which gives the execution time of each current application process.
In the SC (Simple Computation) model [21, 22, 23], the execution time of each
application process is proportional to the number of application processes con-
currently performed with the application process as shown in Figure 2.3. minTti
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shows the minimum execution time of an application process pi on a fastest server
st, i.e. only the process pi is performed. The minimum execution timeminTi of a
process pi in a cluster is a minimum ofminT1i, : : :,minTmi of servers s1, : : :, sm,
respectively. The minimum execution timeminTi shows the total amount V Ci of
computation of an application process pi. The total amount V Ci of computation
of the application process pi is decremented by the computation rate for each time
unit. Thus, the execution time of each application process on a server can be esti-
mated by using the computation model. A server with a single thread follows the
SC model.
An application on a client issues a request process to a cluster of servers. On
receipt of the request from an application on the client, a load balancer selects
a server and forwards the request to the server. Then, an application process is
created and then performed on the server. Here, a server which is expected to con-
sume smaller electric energy has to be selected to perform the application process.
In order to reduce the electric energy consumption of servers in a cluster, types
of algorithms [14, 22, 23, 27, 36, 37, 38, 39] are proposed to select a server in a
cluster to perform an application process. Here, a server to perform an application
process is selected based on the power consumption and computation models so
that the total electric energy consumption of the servers can be reduced in a cluster.
However, it takes time to simulate the execution of each application process to
estimate the electric energy consumption of the server by using the computation
laxity of each application process and the computation rate of the server.
A process migration approach is also discussed to reduce the electric energy
consumption of a cluster of servers. Here, an application process on a host server
migrates to another server if the host server is expected to consume more electric
energy than expected, e.g. because the server is overloaded [11, 12, 13, 14, 16].
In order to increase the reliability and availability of a system, an application pro-
cess is replicated to replicas on multiple servers. The more number of replicas
are performed, the more reliable and available the system is. However, the more
electric energy is consumed by the more number of servers. The energy-efficient
replication and migration ways of an application process are also discussed not
only to increase the reliability and availability of the system but also to reduce the
electric energy consumption of the servers [14, 26]. However, it is not easy to mi-
grate types of application processes to servers with various types of architectures
and operating systems.
Virtual machines are widely used to support applications with virtual com-
putation service in a cluster of servers, e.g. KVM [44], VMware [61]. Here,
applications use computation resources like CPUs and storages like HDDs by
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using virtual machines independently of what servers support what computation
resources. Furthermore, virtual machines where application processes are per-
formed can easily migrate to guest servers independently of architectures and
operating systems of servers. In this paper, we discuss how to migrate applica-
tion processes to servers by using the migration of virtual machines to reduce the
electric energy consumption of servers.
In clusters like data centers, servers which are not required to perform appli-
cation processes, for example, lightly loaded, are shut down to reduce the electric
energy consumed. Servers are restarted if more number of servers are required to
perform application processes depending on the traffic as discussed in paper [6].
This is the shut-down approach. It is efficient and useful to take this shut-down ap-
proach in the client-server model like cloud computing systems where the servers
are controlled in a centralized manner. In this paper, we rather consider a dis-
tributed system where each server is autonomous like peer-to-peer (P2P) model
[5, 22, 47]. Here, it is not easy to shut down and restart servers since we have to do
the negotiation with owners or administrators of each server. In our approach, we
discuss how to select an energy-efficient server in a cluster to energy-efficiently
perform an application process issued by a client and do not discuss how to shut
down and restart servers.
In wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [2, 5], it is critical to reduce the electric
energy consumption of sensor nodes since the sensor nodes work by using the
electric energy supplied by buttery. Energy-efficient ad hoc routing protocols are
proposed and evaluated [54, 43].
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Chapter 3
System Model
3.1 Servers
Current information systems like cloud computing systems [8] are based on the
server-client model. A cluster S is composed of servers s1, : : :, sm (m  1) and
clients which are interconnected in reliable high speed networks. We assume an
underlying network supports a pair of servers with non-loss, non-duplication, and
sending-order delivery of messages, i.e. delivery of messages in sending order
like TCP [28]. We also assume every server is reliable, i.e. does not suffer from
fault in this thesis. Every server is always properly operational.
An application on a client first issues a request to a cluster S. One server st is
selected in the cluster S. For example, a server is selected by a load balancer in
the round-robin algorithm. An application process to handle the request is created
on the selected server st. Then, the application process is performed on the server
st. On termination of the process, the server st sends a reply to the client.
Each server st is equipped with a set CPt of npt ( 1) homogeneous CPUs,
cpt0, : : :, cpt;npt 1 as shown in Figure 3.1. Each CPU cptk is composed of cct (
1) homogeneous cores ctk0, : : :, ctk;cct 1. Each core ctki supports a set fthtki0,
: : :, thtki;ctt 1g of ctt ( 1) homogeneous threads. Usually, ctt is two, i.e. a core
supports two threads. A server st thus supports processes with the total number
ntt (= npt  cct  ctt) of threads on nct (= npt  cct) cores. Each process is at a time
allocated to one thread i.e. performed on a thread [48]. Multiple processes can
be concurrently performed on each thread. An active thread is a thread where at
least one process is performed. If no process is performed on a thread, the thread
is idle. An active core is a core where at least one thread is active. In an idle core,
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no thread is active. An active server is a server where at least one thread is active,
i.e. at least one process is performed. An idle server is a server where no thread
is active, i.e. no process is performed.
There are types of application processes [23], as presented in the preceding
chapter:
1. Computation processes.
2. Communication processes.
3. Storage processes.
4. General processes.
A computation type of application process is an application process which
uses CPU resource. A computation process does the computation like scientific
computation. In the communication type of application process, communication
resources are used. For example, an application process transmits a file to a client
like FTP (File Transfer Protocol) application. In the storage type of application
processes, data in storage devices like HDD and SDD are manipulated. In general
processes, both CPU and storages are manipulated like web and database applica-
tions.
In this thesis, we consider computation processes as application processes. A
term processmeans a computation type of an application process to be performed
on a server, which uses CPU resource.
3.2 Virtual Machines
A cluster S supports applications with virtual computation service through virtual
machines as supported by cloud computing systems [44]. Applications can use
computation resources on servers without being conscious of what servers support
the resources and independently of the heterogeneity and distribution of servers
like operating systems and architectures. This means, applications can easily use
resources even on a cluster of heterogeneous servers.
Suppose a set VM of virtual machines vm1, : : :, vmv (v  1) are supported to
applications in a cluster S. Each virtual machine vmh is supported with threads
of a server st. Here, the server st is referred to as a host server of the virtual
13
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Figure 3.1: Server.
machine vmh and the virtual machine vmh is a resident virtual machine of the
server st. VMt( ) shows a set of resident virtual machines on a host server st
and HSh() denotes a host server of a virtual machine vmh at time  . A pro-
cess pi performed on a virtual machine vmh is a resident process of the virtual
machine vmh. V CPh( ) shows a set of resident processes of a virtual machine
vmh at time  . A virtual machine vmh is active at time  if jV CPt()j > 0,
i.e. at least one process is performed on the virtual machine vmh, otherwise idle.
Time  when an active virtual machine vmh gets idle is referred to as idled time
of the virtual machine vmh. That is, some process is performed by the time 
and no process is performed after the time  . CPt( ) is a set of all the resident
processes performed on virtual machines of a server st at time  , i.e. CPt() =
[vmh2SVMt()V CPh(). In this thesis, we assume every application process is
performed on a virtual machine, not directly performed on a host server. A server
st where at least one virtual machine resides, i.e. jVMt()j > 0, is an engaged
server. An engaged server st is active if at least one resident virtual machine of
the server st is active. A server st is free if no virtual machine resides on the
server st. A virtual machine vmh is smaller than a virtual machine vmk (vmk is
larger than the vmh) (vmh < vmk) at time  if jV CPh()j < jV CPk()j. That
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is, more number of processes are performed on a larger virtual machine vmk than
a smaller virtual machine vmh (vmk > vmh). A pair of virtual machines vmh
and vmk are equivalent (vmh  vmk) if jV CPh()j = jV CPk()j. vmk  vmh
if vmk > vmh or vmk  vmh. An idle virtual machine vmh is the smallest sine
jV CPk()j = 0.
A virtual machine vmh on a host server st can migrate to a guest server su
while resident processes are performed in the live migration [Figure 3.2]. For
example, a virtual machine vmh on a host server st can migrate to a guest server
su by issuing a following migration command virsh on the host server st in KVM
(Kernel-based Virtual Machine) [44].
“ virsh migrate  live nVM qemu+ssh://destinationURL/system”
A virtual machine vmh on a host server st migrates to a guest server su by issuing
a migration command on the host server st. Another type of migration is offline
migration. Here, every process is terminated on a virtual machine. Then, the
virtual machine migrates to a guest server. In this thesis, we consider the live
migration of virtual machines.
ݒ݉௛ ݒ݉௛
ݏ௨servers
network
application
migration
Super user
ݏ௧
Figure 3.2: Virtual machine migration.
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First, a copy of memory of the virtual machine vmh is created on a guest
server su. Then, the virtual machine vmh migrates to the server su. On issuing
the following migration command the virtual machine vmh from the host server
st to the guest server su.
First, the memory state of the virtual machine vmh on the host server st is
transfered to the guest server su while processes on the virtual machine vmh are
being performed. On termination of the memory state transfer, the processes are
suspended at time t and the state of the virtual machine vmh changed after the
memory copy, i.e. dirty pages, is transfered to the server su. Then, the virtual
machine vmh is resume, i.e. the processes are restarted on the server su at time
stu. Thus, the processes are not performed for time ett   stu which is down time.
The time stu   stt is the migration time. The migration command is only allowed
to be issued by the superuser of a host server.
A system is composed of servers s1, : : :, sm and clients which are intercon-
nected in reliable networks. First, an application on a client issues a request to
a cluster S of servers s1, : : :, sm (m  1) as shown in Figure 3.3. On receipt of
a request from a client, a load balancer L selects a host server st in the cluster
S. Then, one virtual machine vmh is selected on the host server st. A process
is created to handle the request on the virtual machine vmh and is performed on
the virtual machine vmh. Even if the virtual machine vmh migrates from the host
server st to another guest server su, the application can take usage of the process
on the virtual machine vmh without being conscious of which server the process
is performed on. Then, a reply is sent back to the application of the client on
termination of the process.
3.3 Performance of Virtual Machines
We consider the overhead of virtual machines on servers in terms of the average
execution time of processes and time to migrate a virtual machine with processes.
We consider a server st and a virtual machine vmh resident on the server st. The
server st is equipped with a CPU (Intel Corei7-6700K) where CentOS7 [48] is
installed as an operating system. The virtual machine vmh is equipped with 2GB
memory storage by KVM [44] and supports CentOS7.
We first measure the average execution time of n ( 0) processes which are
performed on the virtual machine vmh and are directly performed without any
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Figure 3.3: Cluster of servers.
virtual machine on the server st. First, n processes p1, : : :, pn are created by
forking a process p. It takes 2.1 [sec] to perform the process p on the server st
without any other process. It is minimum execution time minTi of the processes
pi. Each process pi waits until specified time  after the process pi is created by
the fork mechanism. Then, all the processes p1, : : :, pn start at time  . Figure 3.4
shows the average execution time of the n processes on the virtual machine vmh
and on the server st. The dotted line and straight line show the average execution
time of the processes which are performed on the virtual machine vmh of the
server st and are performed directly on the server st, respectively. As shown in
Figure 3.4, the average execution time of the n processes on the virtual machine
vmh is about 10% longer than the processes are directly performed on server st.
This means, the average execution time of the processes depends on the number
n of processes performed on the server st even if the processes are performed on
virtual machines.
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Next, we measure the migration time of the virtual machine vmh. In addition
to the server st, we use another server su with a CPU (Intel core i5 E97378) in our
laboratory. The virtual machine vmh with n processes migrates from the server
st to the server su in the live migration of KVM. That is, n processes are being
performed on the virtual machine vmh while the virtual machine vmh migrates
from the server st to the server su. On the server st, the migration command is
issued at time 1 and ends at time 2. The migration time of the virtual machine
vmt is defined to be 2   1. The virtual machine vmh is composed of memory 1
[GB]. A pair of the servers st and su are connected in a 1Gbps local area network.
Figure 3.5 shows the migration time of the virtual machine vmh with n processes.
As shown in Figure 3.5, the migration time of the virtual machine vmh on the
host server st to migrate to the guest server su is about 11[sec]. The migration
time is independent of number n of processes which are performed on the virtual
machine vmh.
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Chapter 4
Power Consumption Models and
Computation Models
4.1 Power Consumption Model
First, we would like to propose a power consumption model of a server which
gives the electric power to be consumed by a server to perform application pro-
cesses by the macro-level approach. The power consumption model of a server
gives how much electric power [W] the server consumes to perform application
processes. The power consumption model plays an essential role to design, im-
plement, and evaluate models and algorithms to reduce the electric energy con-
sumption of information systems.
An application on a client cs issues a request to the cluster S of servers s1, . . . ,
sm (m 1) as shown in Figure 4.1. A load balancerL selects a host server st in the
cluster S and sends a request to the server st. An application process pi is created
on the server st to handle the request and the process pi is performed on the server
st. On termination of the process pi, the server st sends a reply to the client cs.
In this thesis, we consider a computation type of application process which uses
CPU resource. A term process means a computation type of application process
in this thesis.
A server st is composed of npt ( 1) homogeneous CPUs cpt0, . . . , cpt;npt 1.
Each CPU cptk is composed of cct ( 1) homogeneous cores ctk0, . . . , ctk;cct 1.
Each core ctkh supports the same number ctt of homogeneous threads, usually ctt
is one or two. A server st supports totally nct (= npt  cct) homogeneous cores
and ntt (= nct  ctt) homogeneous threads trtk0, . . . , trtk;ntt 1. An active thread
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is a thread where at least one process is performed. A thread where no process is
performed is idle. Each process is at a time performed on one thread.
Let CPt() be a set of processes concurrently performed on a server st at time
 . An active server is a server where at least one thread is active. In an active
server, at least one process is performed, i.e. jCPt()j > 0. Suppose a process pi
is performed on a host server st of the process pi. Here, the process pi is resident
process on the host server st.
Figure 4.1: Cluster of servers.
The electric power consumption Et( ) [W] of a server st to concurrently per-
form processes in the set CPt() at time  is given as follows [37]:
[MLPCM (Multi-Level Power Consumption with Multiple CPUs) model]
Et() = minEt+
npt 1X
k=0
ftk()  [bEt+
cct 1X
i=0
tki()  (cEt+
ctt 1X
h=0
tkih()  tEt)]:
(4.1)
Here, tk() = 1 if a CPU cptk is active at time  (k < npt). Otherwise, tk() =
0. tki( ) = 1 if a core ctki is active on a CPU cptk at time  (i < cct). Otherwise,
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tki( ) = 0. tkih() = 1 if the hth thread on a core ctki is active (h < ctt).
Otherwise, tkih() = 0.
Let apt(), act(), and att() be numbers of active CPUs, active cores, and
active threads in a server st at time  , respectively. Here, apt()  npt, act()
 nct (= npt  cct), and att()  ntt (= npt  cct  ctt). The electric power
consumption Et() (formula (1)) is also given as follows:
Et() =minEt + apt()  bEt + act()  cEt + att()  tEt. (4.2)
The maximum electric powermaxEt to be consumed by a server st isminEt
+ npt()  bEt + nct()  cEt + ntt()  tEt [W] where every thread is active.
That is, at least one process is performed on every thread. Even if more number
of processes than the total number ntt of threads are performed on a server st at
time  , the server st consumes the maximum electric powerEt() =maxEt. If no
process is performed on a server st at time  , the server st consumes the minimum
electric power Et() =minEt [W].
In Linux operating systems [48], processes are allocated to threads on a server
st in the round-robin (RR) algorithm. Here, a first process is performed on a
first thread of the core ct00 of the first CPU cpt0. A next process is performed
on a first thread of the second core ct10 of the second CPU cpt1. If one thread
of each core is active, a process is performed on the second thread of the first
core. Thus, processes are allocated to threads, cores, and CPUs in a server st
so that processes are uniformly distributed to threads in the server st. Here, the
electric power CEt(n) [W] consumed by a server st to concurrently perform n (=
jCPt()j) processes at time  is assumed to be given as follows [39, 40]:
[Power consumption for n processes] [Figure 4.2]
CEt(n) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
minEt if n = 0.
minEt + n  (bEt + cEt + tEt) if 1  n  npt.
minEt + npt  bEt + n  (cEt + tEt) if npt < n  nct.
minEt + npt  bEt + nct  cEt + ntt  tEt if nct < n  ntt.
maxEt if n > ntt.
(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: MLPCM model.
The electric power consumption Et() [W] of a server st at time  is assumed
to be CEt(n) in this paper, where n is the number j CPt() j of processes con-
currently performed. If more number n of processes than the total number ntt of
threads are performed on a server st, n ntt, the server st just consumes the max-
imum electric power maxEt independently of the number n of processes. Thus,
the server st follows the SPC model as long as n  ntt or n = 0. For 0 < n <
ntt, the electric power consumption of a server st depends on the number n of
processes.
We measure the electric power consumption of the DSLab server st [9] with
CentOS7 [48] to concurrently perform n processes in our laboratory every 100
[msec] by using the electric power meter UWmeter [46]. A process p is forked
to n child processes p1, : : :, pn [48]. Each child process pi waits by a system call
syscalls until specified time  and all the n processes p1, : : :, pn simultaneously
start at the time  . Figure 4.3 shows the electric power consumption [W] measured
where n ( 0) processes are concurrently performed. The server st is equipped
with two Intel Xeon E5-2667 v2 CPUs (npt = 2). Each CPU is composed of eight
cores (cct = 8) and each core supports two threads (ctt = 2). Totally, ntt = npt 
cct  ctt = 2  8  2 = 32 threads are supported for processes on nct = npt  cct =
2  8 = 16 cores. The electric power consumption minEt = 126.1, bEt = 30, cEt
= 5.6, tEt = 0.6, and maxEt = 301.1 [W] as shown in Figure 4.3. If one process
is performed (n = 1), the server st consumesminEt + bEt + cEt + tEt = 162.3
[W]. For n = 2, both the CPUs are active. Hence, the server st consumes the
electric powerminEt + 2 (bEt + cEt + tEt) = 198.5 [W]. For n = 3, two cores
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of one CPU and one core of another CPU are active. Here, minEt + (bEt + 2 
(cEt + tEt)) + (bEt + cEt + tEt) =minEt + 2  bEt + 3  (cEt + tEt) = 204.7
[W]. For n  16, every core on every CPU is active. For 16  n  32, every core
is active and n threads are active. The server st consumes the electric power 2 
(bEt + 8  cEt) + n  tEt. For n  32, every thread is active and the server st
consumes the maximum electric energy maxEt = minEt + 2  bEt + 8  cEt +
32  tEt = 425.1 [W]. Thus, the MLPCM model given by formula (2) holds for a
real server as shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Electric power consumption of DSLab server.
4.2 Computation Model
Next, we propose a computation model of a server which gives the execution time
of each process. Processes issued by clients are performed on servers in a cluster
S. Each process is at a time performed on a thread of a server. It takes Tti time
units [tu] to perform a process pi on a thread of a server st. If only a process pi is
performed on a thread of a server st without any other process, the execution time
Tti of the process pi is shortest, i.e. Tti = minTti. The more number of processes
are performed with a process pi on a thread, the longer time it takes to perform
the process pi. LetminTi be a minimum one of minimum execution timeminT1i,
. . . ,minTmi of a process pi on servers s1, . . . , sm. That is,minTi is the minimum
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execution timeminTfi on the fastest thread which is on a server sf . Here, a server
sf with the fastest thread is referred to as fastest in a cluster S.
We make the following assumption:
1. One virtual computation step [vs] is performed on the thread of the fastest
server sf for one time unit [tu] in this paper.
2. The thread computation rate CRTf of a fastest server sf is one [vs/tu] in a
cluster S, CRTf = 1.
3. The thread computation rate CRTt of a server st is defined to be (minTi /
minTti)  CRTf =minTi /minTti [vs/tu] ( CRTf ).
It is not easy to measure the total amount of computation of each process.
Hence, we introduce a virtual computation step (VS). On a fastest server sf ,
one (= CRTf = minTi / minTti) virtual computation step is performed for one
time unit [tu] on a thread. On another server st, minTi / minTti (= CRTt) ( 1)
virtual computation steps are performed on a thread for one time unit.
The maximum server computation ratemaxCRt ( ntt) of a server st is ntt 
CRTt where ntt is the number (= npt  cct  ctt) of threads of the server st. The
maximum server computation rate maxCRt of a server st shows the maximum
throughput of the server st. If there are multiple fastest servers, a server sf whose
maxCRf is largest is taken as a fastest server in a cluster S.
The total number V Ci of virtual computation steps of a process pi is minTi
[tu]  CRTf [vs/tu] = minTi [vs] for a fastest server sf . Thus, minTi shows the
total amount of computation of each process pi. For a pair of processes pi and pj ,
pi is longer than pj (pj is shorter than pi) (pi > pj) if and only if (iff) minTi >
minTj . It takes longer time to perform a process pi than a process pj on a server if
pi > pj . A pair of processes pi and pj are equivalent (pi  pj) ifminTi =minTj .
pi  pj iff pi > pj or pi  pj . The maximum computation rate maxCRti of a
process pi on a server st is V Ci / minTti = minTi / minTti ( 1). Hence, for
every pair of processes pi and pj on a server st,maxCRti =maxCRtj = CRTt.
The server computation rate CRt() of a server st at time  is att() 
CRTt where att() ( ntt) is the number of active threads and CRTt is the thread
computation rate of the server st. We assume the computation CPU resource is
fairly allocated to each current process in every server st. Hence, each process
pi is performed at the process computation rate CRti() = CRt() / j CPt() j
where processes in the process set CPt() are concurrently performed at time  .
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The process computation rate CRti() ( CRTt) indicates the computation rate
[vs/tu] of a process pi on a server st at time  .
[MLCM (Multi-Level Computation with Multiple CPUs) model] The process
computation rate CRti() [vs/tu] of a process pi on a server st to perform process
at time  is given as follows:
CRti() =
(
ntt  CRTt = jCPt()j if jCPt()j > ntt.
CRTt if jCPt()j  ntt.
(4.3)
The process computation rate NCRti(n) of a process pi on a server st, where
n processes are performed is given as follows:
NCRti(n) =
(
maxCRt(= ntt  CRt())=n if n > ntt.
CRTt if n  ntt.
(4.4)
Figure 4.4 shows the process computation rate NCRti(n) of a process pi on
a server st where n processes are concurrently performed. If a fewer number of
processes than the total number ntt of threads are performed, the process compu-
tation rateNCRti(n) of each process pi is the thread computation rateCRTt since
only the process pi is performed on a thread. If more number of processes than
the total number ntt of threads are performed, at least one process is performed
on every thread. For example, if 2  ntt processes are performed on a server st,
two processes are performed on each thread. Here, the process computation rate
NCRti(n) of each process pi is CRTt / 2. Thus, the process computation rate
NCRti(n) of each process decreases as the number of processes concurrently
performed increases.
Suppose there are a pair of servers su and sv with numbers ntu and ntv of
threads, respectively, and each thread of the servers su and sv supports the same
thread computation rate as the server st, i.e. CRTu = CRTv = CRTt. Suppose
the server st supports ntu (= ntt / 2) threads and the server su supports ntv (= ntt
/ 4) threads for the server st. A process pi is performed on each of the servers
concurrently with (n   1) processes, i.e. totally n processes are concurrentlly
performed. In Figure 4.4, the straight line shows the process computation rate
CRti() of the process pi on the server st and a pair of dashed and dotted lines
show the process computation rates CRui() and CRvi() of the process pi on the
servers st and su, respectively, for number n of processes.
We measure the execution time of processes which are performed on the server
DSLab [9] which supports thirty two threads (ntt = 32) on a pair of CPUs. Figure
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4.5 shows the average execution time T of n processes p1, . . . , pn. The processes
are created by forking a process p to n child processes p1, : : :, pn as presented in
the preceding section. The n processes are concurrently performed on the server.
The minimum execution timeminTi of each process pi is 0.9 [sec] on the DSLab
server. The average execution time of the n processes is almost the same for n 
32 since at most one process is performed on each thread. The average execution
time linearly increases as the number n of processes increases for n > 32. The
process computation rate CRti() of each process pi isminTi / T ( 1) where T
is the execution time of the process pi. Figure 4.5 shows the computation model
(formula (4.4)) holds on a real server.
Figure 4.4: Process computation rate of a process pi.
Suppose a process pi on a server st starts at time st and ends at time et. Here,Pet
=stCRti() = V Ci [vs] (=minTi) shows the total amount of computation, i.e.
total number of virtual computation steps to be performed by a process pi. Figure
4.6 shows the process computation rates CRti() and CRtj() of processes pi
and pj , respectively, which are performed on the same thread of a server st. Here,
a pair of the processes pi and pj start at time 1 and 2, respectively. Then, the
processes pi and pj terminate at time 3 and 4, respectively. The process pi is
performed at the thread computation rate CRTt from time 1 to time 2 since only
one process, i.e. pi is performed on the thread. The process computation rate
CRti() = CRTt for 1   < 2. At time 2, the process pi starts on the thread.
Here, since a pair of the processes pi and pj are performed, the processes pi and
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NCRti(n)
pj are performed at the same computation rate CRTt / 2. CRti() = CRtj() =
CRTt / 2 for 2   < 3. At time 3, the process pi terminates and then only the
process pj is performed. Here, the computation rate of the process pj increases to
the thread computation rate CRTt. CRtj() = CRTt for 3  1 The hatched area
shows the total computation, i.e. total number V Ci of virtual computation steps
of the process pi, V Ci =
P3
=1
CRti().
Figure 4.5: Average execution time of processes on DSLab server.
The computation of each process pi is modeled as follows:
[Process computation model of a process pi]
1. At time  a process pi starts on a server st, the computation laxity lcti() of
a process pi is V Ci.
2. At each time  , the computation laxity lcti() of a process pi is decremented
by the process computation rateCRti(), i.e. lcti( + 1) = lcti( ) CRti( ).
3. If the computation laxity lcti( + 1) of a process pi gets equal to or smaller
than zero, the process pi terminates at time  .
The computation laxity lcti() of a process pi is initially V Ci (= minTi) at
time  the process pi starts. Then, the computation laxity lcti() is decremented
by the process computation rate CRti() at each time  . The more number of
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processes are performed, the smaller process computation rate CRti(). If the
computation laxity lcti()   CRti() gets zero or smaller than zero, the process
pi terminates at time  .
Figure 4.6: Computation rates of processes pi and pj .
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Chapter 5
Process Migration
5.1 Models to Estimate Electric Energy Consump-
tion
In this chapter, we discuss how a process migrates from a host server to a gust
server where the process can be more energy-efficiently performed. We take the
SC (Simple computation) and SPC (Simple Power Consumption) models. Here,
the maximum computation rate maxCRt of a server st is the thread computation
rate CRTt. In the simple power consumption (SPC) model [1, 21, 22] of a server,
the electric power consumptionEt( ) of a server st at time  is either the minimum
minEt or the maximum maxEt. If at least one process is performed on a server
st at time  [W], Et( ) = maxEt. Otherwise, Et( ) = minEt. The total electric
energy TEt(1, 2) consumption consumed by a server st from time 1 to time 2
is
P2
=1
Et() [Wtu] where tu shows one time unit.
For each current process pti in the set CPt( ), the computation laxity lcti( )
has to be furthermore performed on a server st after time  . As discussed in papers
[22, 23, 24], we can estimate termination time by when each current process pti in
CPt( ) is expected to terminate on a server st if no additional process is performed
on the server st after time  according to the SC model [22, 23]. In this paper, one
unit time is 100 [msec] since we can measure the power consumption of a server
every 100 [msec] [22, 23]. The expected termination time ETP (st, CPt( ), pi,  )
is given as time t in the following procedure:
ETP (st, CPt(), pi,  ) f
lc = lcti( ); /* laxity of pi on server st */
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t =  ; /* current time  */
while ( lc > 0)
do f
lc = lc   CRt(i);
t = t + 1;
g; /* pti terminates at t */
CPt(t + 1) = CPt(t)  fptig;
g;
Here, the computation rate CRti( ) of a process pi at time  is CRt() / j CPt( )
j on a server st as discussed in the preceding chapter. Here, CRt() is the compu-
tation rate of a server st. The computation rate Fti( ) monotonically decreases as
the number of processes concurrently performed on a server st increases at each
time  .
A variable lci shows the computation laxity of a process pti and CP denotes
a set CPt( ) of current processes on a server st. The expected termination time
ET (st, CPt( ),  ) by when every process in a current process set CPt( ) is ob-
tained as time t by the following procedure:
ET (st, CPt(),  ) f
CP = CPt( );
lci = lcti( ) for each process pti in CP ;
t =  ; /* current time  */
while (CP 6= ')
do f
for each process pti in CP
do f
lci = lci   CRti(t); /* pti is performed */
if lci = 0, CP = CP   fptig; /* pti terminates */
g;
t = t + 1;
g;
g;
Every current process in the set CPt( ) is expected to terminate by time t
under an assumption that no process additionally starts after time  . Here, the
server st is expected to consume the amount EE(st, CPt(),  ) of electric energy
to perform every current process in the current process set CPt( ) at time  . The
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expected energy consumption EE(st, CPt(),  ) is (t    )  maxEt to perform
all the current processes of time  on a server st.
5.2 Process Migration
Suppose a cluster S is composed of multiple servers s1, : : :, sn (n 1) and clients
which are interconnected in an underlying reliable network N . Each server st
supports clients with computation service.
A client cs first finds a server st in the cluster S and issues the process pi to
a server st. Every process pi is assumed to do the computation in this paper as
presented. The process pi is performed on the server st. Then, the process pi
migrates from the host server st to another server su as shown in Figure 5.1. If
the process pi terminates on the server su, the reply is sent to the client cs. Here,
the process pi is referred to as migrated and a pair of the servers st and su are
migrated servers of the process pi.
ܿ௦ ݌௜ ݌௜ ݏ௧ ݏ௨
reply 
Figure 5.1: Migration of a process.
A process on a host server st migrates to another server su in a cluster S so
that not only some performance requirement of the process pi like deadline con-
straint dli is satisfied but also the electric energy to be consumed by the serversu
is smaller than the host server su. We discuss migration conditions that a process
on one host server migrates to another server. Suppose a process pi is performed
on a host server st at time  . There are two ways to perform the process pi [Figure
5.2]:
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Figure 5.2: Process migration.
1 The process pi is performed on the server st without migrating to another
server.
2 The process pi is performed on another server su by migrating the process
pi from the host server st to the server su.
First, suppose that the process pi stays on the server st at time  . Here, the
server st is expected to consume electric energy EE(st, CPt(),  ) to perform all
the current processes in the set CPt( ) of time  . It is expected for every process
in the set CPt() to terminate on the server st by time ET (st, CPt(),  ) and for
each process pi in the set CPt() to terminates at time ETP (st, CPt(), pi,  ).
Next, suppose the process pi migrates to the server su from the current server
st at time  . The energy consumption of the server st is expected to decrease to
EE(st, CPt()   fpig,  ) because one current process pi leaves the server st.
The process pi has to be transmitted to the server su. It is assumed to take i time
units to migrate the process pi on a server to another server. Hence, the process
pi starts on the server su at time  + i after the process pi is transmitted from
the other server st to the server su at time  . On the other hand, the server su
consumes more amount of electric energy because the process pi is additionally
performed after time  + i. The server su is expected to consume total energy
EE(su, CPu( + i) [ fpig,  + i) [Ws] to perform the process pi and current
processes in the set CPu( + i) of time  + i. The expected termination time
of the process pi and every current process on the server su at time  + i is also
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changed with ET (su, CPu( + i) [ fpig,  + i).
We have to obtain the current process set CPu( + i) on a server su at time
 + i. Current processes in the set CPu( ) are performed on the server su from
time  to time  + i. The computation laxity lcuj( ) of each process puj in the
set CPu( ) is decremented by the computation rate CRuj( ) of the process pj on
the server su. If the computation laxity lcuj( 0) gets 0 at time  0 (   0   + i),
the process puj is removed in the process set CPu( + i). The current process set
CPu( + i) is estimated by the following procedure:
for x =  ,    ,  + i,
do f C = CRu(x) / jCPu(x)j;
for every process puj in CPu(x)
do f
lcuj(x+ 1) = lcuj(x)   C;
if lcuj(x+ 1) = 0,
CPu(x+ 1) = CPu(x) - fpujg;
g; /* for end */
g; /* for x end */
5.3 Server Selection
A process pi on a host server st can migrates to another server su if the following
migration (MG) conditions are satisfied:
[Migration conditions]
1 [Energy condition] EE(st, CPt()   fpig,  ) < EE(su, CPu( + i) [
fpig,  + i).
2 [Performance condition 1] ETP (su, CPu( + i) [ fpig, pi,  + i) + i 
dli    .
3 [Performance condition 2] ETP (su, CPu( + i) [ fpig, pi,  + i) + i 
ETP (st, CPt(), pi,  ).
The energy condition indicates that a smaller amount of electric energy is con-
sumed by a server su than a current server st. In addition to the energy condition,
a process pi has to satisfy the following performance conditions.
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The first performance condition shows that a process pi has to terminate by
the deadline dli. The second performance condition means that it has to take a
shorter time to perform every current process on a server su than a host server st
if the process pi on the host server st is migrated to the server su. In Figure 5.3,
if a process pi is performed on a server st at time  , the process pi is expected to
terminate at time 2 = ETP (st, CPt(), pi,  ). If the process pi on the server st
migrates to a server su at time  , the process pi is expected to terminate at time
1 = ETP (su, CPu( + i) [ fpig, pi,  + i). Here, the computation time to
perform the process pi can be reduced if the process pi migrates to the server su,
i.e. (2    ) > (1    ).
Suppose the first condition is not satisfied. Suppose the deadline dli of a pro-
cess pi is specified as performance constraint. If ETP (su, CPu( +i) [ fpig, pi,
 + i) + i  dli    , the process pi can be expected to terminate on the server
su by the deadline dli. Hence, the process pi can migrate from the host server st
to the server su. Otherwise, the process pi might not terminate by the deadline dli
if the process pi migrates to the server su.
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Figure 5.3: Expected termination time.
In Figure 5.4, ti shows time by when every current process in the set CPt()
terminates, i.e. ti = ET (st, CPt(),  ) and u = ET (su, CPu(),  ) where a
process pi is performed on the host server st at time  . Suppose the process pi on
the host server st migrates to the server su. Since the process pi is not performed
on the server st after time  , the expected termination time t of all the processes
in the set CPt() is ET (st, CPt()   pi,  ). Here, ti < t since the process pi
migrates from the host server st to the server su. The process pi starts on the server
su at time  +i. The expected termination time ui of processes in CPu( +i) is
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Figure 5.4: Expected energy consumption.
ET (su, CPu(+i) [ fpig, +i) + i. ti < t since the process pi is additionally
performed. The hatched areas (1) and (2) show the total energy consumption of
the servers st and su, respectively, where the process pi migrates from the host
server st to the server su.
If there are multiple servers which satisfy the migration conditions, a server
su where the expected energy consumption EE(su, CPu( + i) [ fpig,  + i)
is minimum is selected in the cluster S.
A server su is selected for a process pi with a deadline constraint dli on a host
server st at time  as follows:
[Process migration]
E = EE(st, CPt(),  );
T = dli    ; /* deadline of a process pi*/
for each server su in a cluster S,
do f
if (EE(su, CPu( + i) [ fpig,  + i) < E) f
if (ETP (su, CPu( + i) [ fpig, pi  + i) +
i < T ) f /* deadline is satisfied */
E = EE(su, CPu( + i) [ fpig,  + i);
T = ET (su, CPu( + i) [ fpig,  + i);
s = su;
g;
g; /* for end */
g;
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The MG conditions are checked every i time units if a more number of pro-
cesses are performed than a process pi starts on a host server st. Here  =maxTi
/ 4. If the MG conditions are satisfied on the server st. The process pi migrates to
a guest server s.
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Chapter 6
Static Migration of Virtual
Machines
6.1 Computation Model of a Virtual Machine
6.1.1 Computation model
It is not easy for processes to migrate among types of servers, e.g. heteroge-
neous servers with different operating systems and architectures. For example, it
is difficult, almost impossible for a C process to migrate from a Linux server to
a Windows server. A cluster like cloud computing systems support applications
with virtual computation services through virtual machines like KVM [44]. We
consider a process migration way to migrate processes by using virtual machines.
Processes issued by clients are performed on virtual machines in a cluster. The
process computation rate CRti() of each process pi depends on the total number
jCPt()j of processes but is independent of the number jSVMt()j of virtual ma-
chines of a host server st. Let phi show a resident process pi which is performed
on a virtual machine vmh of a server st.
The virtual machine (VM ) laxity vlch() [vs] of a virtual machine vmh
at time  is defined to be the summation of computation laxities of the resident
processes of the virtual machine vmh:
 vlch() =
P
pi2V CPh() plci().
The server laxity slct() [vs] of a server st is the summation of VM laxities
of virtual machines hosted by the server st at time  :
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 slct() =
P
vmh2SVMt() vlch().
Hence, the VM computation rate V CRh() [vs/sec] of a virtual machine vmh
is defined as follows:
[Virtual machine (VM) computation rate] The VM computation rate V CRh()
of a virtual machine vmh on a server st at time  is given as follows:
V CRh() =(
maxCRt  jV CPh()j = jCPt()j if jCPt()j > ntt:
CRTt  jV CPh()j if jCPt()j  ntt:
(6.1)
That is， CRti() = CRtj() for every pair of resident processes pi and pj
of virtual machines on a server st. Here, V CRh()  V CRk() if jV CPh()j 
jV CPk()j for every pair of resident virtual machines vmh and vmk on a same
server st. V CRh() / V CRk() = jV CPh()j / jV CPk()j for every pair of
resident virtual machines vmh and vmk on a server.
The VM laxity vlch() of a virtual machine vmh and the server laxity slct()
of a host server st of the virtual machine vmh are manipulated as follows:
[VM computation (VMC) model on a virtual machine VMh of a server st]
while (jV CPh()j > 0)
f
for every process pi which starts on vmh at time  , f
V CPh() = V CPh() [ fpig;
V CPh( + 1) = V CPh();
/* for end */
for each process pi on a virtual machine vmh, i.e. pi 2 V CPh(),
f
plci( + 1) = plci()   V CRh() / jV CPh()j;
if plchi( + 1)  0; /* pi terminates at time  */
V CPh( + 1) = V CPh( + 1)   fpig;
g; /* for end */
vlch( + 1) = vlch()   V CRh();
 =  + 1;
g; /* while end */
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At each time  , if a process pi starts on a virtual machine vmh, the process
pi is added to a set V CPh(). Then, for every process pi on the virtual machines
vmh, the computation laxity of the process pi is decremented by the process com-
putation rate V CRt() / jV CPt()j, i.e. CRt() / jCPt()j. Here, plci( + 1)
= plci( )   V CRh() / jV CPt()j. If the computation laxity plci( + 1)  0,
the process pi terminates and V CPh( + 1) = V CPh( + 1)   fpig. Then, the
VM laxity vlch() is decremented by the VM computation rate V CRt(), i.e.
vlch( + 1) = vlch()   V CRh(). If vlch( + 1)  0, the virtual machine vmh
gets idle.
6.1.2 Estimation model
Suppose, every resident process of the virtual machine vmh terminates at time
 . Here, time  is idled time of the virtual machine vmh. Time before when at
least one virtual machine is active and after when no virtual machine is active on
a server st is referred to as termination time ETt of the server st. EEt shows
the electric energy to be consumed by a server st by the termination time ETt.
We assume no new process is issued to a server st after time  . We estimate
the termination time ETt and electric energy consumption EEt of a server st to
perform every process by considering active virtual machines, not each process,
in the following procedure VMEST (st; ; SVMt();EEt; ETt):
[Virtual machine computation (VMC) model]
VMEST (st; ; SVM ;EEt; ETt)
input st,  , SVM ; /*set of VMs */
output EEt; ETt;
f ncp = jCPt()j; /*number of processes on st*/
vlc = 0;
x =  ; /* current time */
EEt = 0;
/* obtain laxity vlc of the server st */
for each virtual machine vmh in SVM ,
f
/* VM laxity of vmh */
vlch = vlch() (=
P
pi2V CPh() plci());
ncph = jV CPh()j; /*number of processes on
vmh*/
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vlc = vlc + vlch; /* server laxity of st */
g; /* for end */
while (SVM 6= )
f
EEt = EEt + CEt(ncp); /* electric energy */
for each virtual machine vmh in SVM ,
f
vlch = vlch   V CRh(x);
/* VM laxity is decremented */
if vlch  0, /*vmh gets idle */ f
SVM = SVM   fvmhg;
ncp = ncp   ncph;
g else vlc = vlc   vlch; /*decrement server laxity*/
g; /* for end */
x = x + 1; /* time advances */
g; /* while SVM end */
ETt = x   1; /* every virtual machine gets idle on st*/
g;
Here, the VM computation rate V CRh() of a virtual machine vnh depends on
how many number of processes are totally performed on the virtual machine vmh
at time  . The more number of processes are performed on a virtual machine vmh,
the larger VM computation rate V CRh(). Here, it is noted we do not consider
the termination time of each process pi and only consider the idled time of each
virtual machine. This means, the computation complexity of the estimation gets
simpler by our approach.
6.2 Energy-aware Virtual Machine Migration
A client issues a process pi to a set VM of virtual machines vm1, : : :, vmv (v 
1) in a cluster S. We have to discuss a pair of algorithms on virtual machines:
1. VM selection (VMS): a virtual machine vmh is selected to perform a new
process pi issued by a client.
2. VM migration (VMM): a virtual machine vmh in a server st is selected to
migrate to another server su.
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6.2.1 VM selection (VMS) algorithms
First, a process pi is issued to a cluster S by an application on a client. We discuss
how to select a virtual machine vmh to perform the process pi in a cluster S
[Figure 6.1]. In the first random VM selection (RDVMS) algorithm, a virtual
machine vmh is randomly selected in a set VM of virtual machines in a cluster S.
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Figure 6.1: VM selection.
[Random VM selection (RDVMS) ]
1. Randomly select a virtual machine vmh in the virtual machine set VM .
In another random server selection (RDSS) algorithm, a server st which hosts
virtual machines is randomly selected. Then, a smallest virtual machine vmh
where the number jV CPh()j of resident processes is minimum is selected in the
selected server st.
[Random server selection (RDSS)]
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1. Randomly select an engaged server st which hosts at least one virtual ma-
chine in a cluster S.
2. Select a smallest resident virtual machine vmh of the server st where jV CPh()j
is minimum, i.e. the fewest number of processes are performed.
In the second way, a virtual machine is selected in a round-robin (RR) manner.
In a round-robin VM selection (RBVMS) algorithm, a virtual machine vmh is
selected in the virtual machine set VM as follows:
[Round-robin VM selection (RBVMS)]
1. Select a virtual machine vmh in the round-robin (RR) algorithm, i.e. vmh
is selected after a virtual machine vmh 1 is selected.
In another round-robin server selection (RBSS) algorithm, an engaged server
st which hosts at least one virtual machine is first selected. Then, a smallest resi-
dent virtual machine vmh where the number jV CPh()j of processes is minimum
is selected in the selected server st.
[Round-robin server selection (RBSS)]
1. Select an engaged server st in the round-robin (RR) algorithm, i.e. st is
selected after st 1 is selected.
2. Select a resident virtual machine vmh of the server st where jV CPh()j is
minimum, i.e. the fewest number of processes are performed.
In the third way, a virtual machine is selected so that the processing load is bal-
anced among virtual machines. A smallest virtual machine vmh is selected where
the number of processes is minimum in a load-efficient VM selection (LVMS)
algorithm.
[Load-efficient VM selection (LVMS)]
1. Select a smallest virtual machine vmh where jV CPh()j is minimum in the
set VM .
In another load-efficient server selection (LSS) algorithm, a server st where
the number jCPt()j of processes is minimum is first selected. Then, a resident
virtual machine vmh of the server st is selected.
[Load-efficient server selection (LSS)]
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1. Select a smallest engaged server st where jCPt()j is minimum in a cluster
S.
2. Select a smallest virtual machine vmh on the host server st where jV CPh()j
is minimum.
In the last way, a virtual machine is selected so that the electric energy con-
sumption of the servers can be reduced. The expected electric energy consump-
tion EEt and expected termination time ETt of a server st to perform every
current process on the virtual machines are obtained by the procedure VMEST
(st;  ;ETt; EEt). Then, one virtual machine vmh on a server st is selected to per-
form a process pi in an energy-efficient VM selection (EVMS) algorithm. Here, a
smallest virtual machine vmh is selected as follows:
[Energy-efficient VM selection (EVMS)]
1. for each server su in a cluster S, VMEST (su;  ;EEu; ETu);
2. MS = fsu j EEu is minimum in Sg;
3. select st inMS where jCPt()j is minimum;
4. select a smallest virtual machine vmh in the selected server st where jV CPh()j
is minimum;
Then, the process pi is performed on the selected virtual machine vmh in the
selected host server st.
6.2.2 VM migration (VMM) algorithms
Next, virtual machines migrate to guest servers. We first have to discuss the fol-
lowing points in the VMM algorithms.
[VM condition]
1. When servers are checked if a resident virtual machine migrates to a guest
server.
2. Conditions to migrate virtual machines on host servers.
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If the migration conditions are satisfied, a virtual machine vmh on a host server
st migrates to another guest server su as shown in Figure 6.2. Here, we have to
discuss the following points:
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Figure 6.2: VM migration.
[VM migration (VMM)]
1. Host server (HS) selection: one engaged server st which hosts at least one
virtual machine is selected.
2. Virtual machine selection: one resident virtual machine vmh on a selected
server st is selected.
3. Guest server (GS) selection: one guest server su is selected, to which the
virtual machine vmh is to migrate from the server st.
4. Virtual machine migration (VMM): the virtual machine vmh migrates from
the host server st to the guest server su.
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Each engaged server st is periodically checked and the expected electric en-
ergy consumption EEt of each server st to perform every current process is ob-
tained. Then, a host server st is selected, where the expected electric energy
consumption EEt is maximum in a cluster S.
[VM condition]
1. Each engaged server st is periodically checked and the expected electric en-
ergy consumption EEt of the server st obtained by the procedure VMEST
(su; ; SVMt();EEt; ETt).
2. A server st whose expected electric energy consumption EEt is maximum
is selected. Then one virtual machine is selected on the server st and mi-
grates to another server.
First, a server st is selected, whose expected electric energy consumption EEt
is the largest in a cluster S. Then, a smallest virtual machine vmh is selected in
the selected server st, where the number jV CPh()j of processes performed on
the virtual machine vmh is minimum.
[Energy-efficient VMM (EVMM) selection on st]
HS = a set of engaged servers in a cluster S;
for each engaged server su in HS,
VMEST (su;  ;EEu; ETu);
while (HS 6= )
f
select st whose EEt is maximum in HS;
select vmh on st where jV CPh()j is minimum;
VMEST (st; ; SVMt()  fvmhg;NEt; NTt);
for each server su in S (su 6= st)
f
VMEST (su; ; SVMu() [ fvmhg;NEu; NTu);
g; /* for end */
select a server su where (EEu + EEt)   (NEt +
NEu) (> 0) is the largest;
if found,
f
migrate vmh from st to su;
SVMt() = SVMt()   fvmhg;
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SVMt() = SVMt() [ fvmhg;
EEt = NEt; EEu = NEu;
g;
else HS = HS   fstg;
g; /* while end */
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Chapter 7
Dynamic Migration of Virtual
Machines
7.1 Simple Estimation Model
In order to select a host server where a process is to be performed, we have to
estimate the execution time of each current process on each server. In the es-
timation model [22, 38] discussed in the preceding chapter, the number V Ci of
virtual computation steps of each process pi is collected and then the expected
termination time of each process pi with the other processes is calculated by the
computation model. However, it takes time to estimate the termination time of
each process on each server st [17, 18, 19].
In this paper, we propose a simple model to estimate the termination time of
each process pi on a server st. We assume each process pi has the same total
number of virtual computation steps, V Ci = V C as discussed in paper [42]. In
this thesis, we assume V C =1. We also assume that the half V C / 2 (= 1 / 2) of
the total number of virtual computation steps of each current process pi is finished.
Here, suppose n (= jCPt()j) processes are currently performed on a server st.
The total amount of computation to be performed by the n processes is n / 2.
If k processes newly start on the server st, the number of virtual computation
steps of the k new processes is k. Hence, totally (n / 2 + k) virtual computation
steps [vs] are considered to be performed on the server st. It takes (n / 2 + k) /
NPRt(n+ k) time units [tu] to perform n current processes and k new processes
on a server st. Hence, the expected termination time SETt(n; k) [tu] and expected
electric energy consumption SEEt(n; k) [Wtu] of each server st to perform both
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n current processes and k ( 0) new processes are given as follows:
SETt(n; k) = (n=2 + k)=NPRt(n+ k): (7.1)
SEEt(n; k) = SETt(n; k) CEt(n+k) = (n=2+k) CEt(n+k)=NPRt(n+k):
(7.2)
In the estimation model, only the number n of current processes is used to
estimate the electric energy consumption of each server st. In addition, the com-
putation to estimate the termination time and electric energy consumption of a
server is simple. Hence, it is easy to estimate the electric energy to be consumed
by a server. Thus, the estimation model to estimate the electric energy consump-
tion of a server is practical even in a cluster.
7.2 Dynamic VirtualMachine Selection (DVMS) Al-
gorithm
In our previous studies [17, 18, 19, 55], the EAVM (Energy-Aware Virtual ma-
chine Migration) algorithm is proposed where virtual machines migrate from host
servers to guest servers [19]. Here, the number v of virtual machines is fixed inde-
pendently of number of processes performed on servers. Here, the more number
of processes are issued to a cluster, the more number of processes are performed
on each virtual machine. If a large number of processes are performed on a virtual
machine vmh, the virtual machine vmh may not be able to migrate from a host
server to another guest server su since the virtual machine vmh is too large to be
performed on the guest server su.
We propose a dynamic virtual machine migration (DVMM ) algorithm
[19], where virtual machines are dynamically created and dropped depending on
the number of processes on host servers so that virtual machines can anytime
migrate to other servers. Let VM be a set of virtual machines in a cluster S of
servers s1, : : :, sm (m 1). VMt shows a set of resident virtual machines on each
server st (t = 1, : : :, m). Initially, VM =  and VMt =  for every server st.
Suppose a process pi is issued to a cluster S at time  . Here, we assume nt (=
jCPt()j  0) processes are concurrently performed on each server st. Let nvh
show the number jV CPh()j of resident processes on each virtual machine vmh
at current time  .
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One server st is selected in the cluster S and then a virtual machine vmh is
created or selected in the host server st depending on the number of processes. In
addition, virtual machines migrate from host server to guest servers. Idle virtual
machines are also dropped on a server to reduce the number of virtual machines.
The DVMM algorithm is thus composed of the following algorithms.
1. DVMS (Dynamic Virtual Machine Selection).
2. DVMD (Dynamic Virtual Machine Drop).
3. DVMM (Dynamic Virtual Machine Migration).
First, we discuss the DVMS algorithm to select a host server st and then a
virtual machine is selected on the server st to perform a process pi issued by a
client.
[Dynamic VM selection (DVMS)] A process pi is issued to a cluster S.
1. Select a host server st to perform the process pi whose expected electric en-
ergy consumption SEEt(nt; 1) to perform both the process pi and nt current
processes is minimum in the cluster S.
2. If the server st is free, i.e. there is no resident virtual machine, go to 5.
3. Select a smallest virtual machine vmh resident on the server st, i.e. nvh is
minimum.
4. If nvh  maxNVMt, perform the process pi on the virtual machine vmh
of the server st [Figure 7.1].
5. Otherwise, create a new virtual machine vmk on the server st [Figure 7.2],
i.e. VMt = VMt [ fvmkg and VM = VM [ fvmkg and perform the
process pi on the virtual machine vmk.
As discussed in papers [55, 56], the average execution time of processes is in-
dependet of number of virtual machines and just depends on number nt of current
processes performed on a host server st. Hence, a server st is first selected in the
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Figure 7.1: VM selection.
cluster S, whose expected electric energy consumption SEEt(nt; 1) is minimum
to perform both nt current processes and one new process pi issued by a client.
A new virtual machine vmh is created to perform a new process pi on a selected
server st if VMt = , i.e. there is no virtual machine on the server st. Processes
are thus issued to the smallest virtual machine vmh on the selected server st. If
the number nvh of processes on the smallest virtual machine vmh is larger than a
constant valuemaxNVMt, i.e. nvh >maxNVMt, a new virtual machine vmk is
created to perform the process pi on the server st. Otherwise, the smallest resident
virtual machine vmh is selected on the server st and the process pi is performed
on the server st.
Thus, the number of virtual machines monotonically increases as a new pro-
cess is issued to the cluster. We have to reduce the number of virtual machines.
Each server st is periodically checked if there is an idle resident virtual machine.
If there is an idle virtual machine vmh on the server st, the virtual machine vmh
is dropped as follows:
[Dynamic VM drop (DVMD)]
1. An idle virtual machine vmh on a server st is dropped.
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Figure 7.2: VM creation.
2. VMt = VMt   fvmhg and VM = VM   fvmhg;
In the VM selection (VMS) algorithm, if a new process is issued to a cluster
S, a virtual machine vmh is created or selected on a server depending on the
number of processes performed on the server. On the other hand, each server st is
periodically checked. If there is an idle virtual machine vmh on the server st, the
idle virtual machine vmh is dropped on the server st.
Thus, virtual machines are dynamically created and dropped depending on the
number of processes performed in the cluster S. The more number of processes
are performed, the more number of virtual machines on the servers. This means,
the number vnh of resident processes on each virtual machine vmh is reduced so
that the virtual machine vmh can anytime migrate from the host server to another
server.
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7.3 Dynamic Virtual Machine Migration (DVMM)
Algorithm
Processes issued by clients are performed on servers as discussed in the preceding
section. In addition to selecting a host server for each new process issued by
a client, virtual machines migrate from host servers to guest servers in order to
reduce the electric energy consumption of servers depending on the number of
current processes.
Each engaged server st is periodically checked if an active virtual machine
vmh on the server st is to migrate to another guest server so that the electric
energy consumption of the servers can be reduced.
[Dynamic VM migration (DVM)] The following procedure is periodically per-
formed to migrate virtual machines to another guest server for each engaged host
server st where at least one virtual machine resides:
1. Obtain the expected electric energy consumption EEu = SEEu(nu; 0) and
expected termination time ETu = METu(nu; 0) of every server su to per-
form only nu current processes (u = 1, . . . ,m).
2. Select a smallest virtual machine vmth in the set VMt on the host server
st. Obtain the expected electric energy consumption NEt = SEEt(nt  
nvth; 0) and termination time NTt = SETt(nt   nvth; 0) of the server st to
perform every process after the virtual machine vmth migrates to another
server.
3. Obtain the expected electric energy consumption NEtu = SEEu(nu +
nvth; 0) and expected termination timeNTtu = SETu(nu+nvth; 0) of each
server su to perform not only nu current processes but also nvth processes
on the virtual machine vmth (u = 1, : : :,m, u 6= t).
4. Select a server su where EEt + EEu > NEt + NEtu and NEtu is min-
imum (u 6= t) [7.3]. If found, the virtual machine mvth migrates from the
host server st to the guest server su. Otherwise, no virtual machine migrates
from the server st.
For each engaged server st in a cluster S, the DVM migration (DVMM) al-
gorithm is performed. At step 1, the expected electric energy consumption EEu
and expected termination time ETu of each server su including the host server st
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are obtained where only nu current processes are performed. Here, we assume no
resident virtual machine migrates to or from the server su, EEu = SEEu(nu; 0)
and ETu = SETu(nu; 0). At step 2, a smallest resident virtual machine vmth is
selected on the server st. The virtual machine vmth is a candidate to migrate from
the server st to another guest server. The expected electric energy consumption
NEt of the server st is obtained by the estimation procedure SEEt(nt  nvth; 0),
where the virtual machine vmth migrates from the server st to another server.
That is, nvth processes on the virtual machine vmth leave the server st. Next,
the virtual machine vmth migrates from the host server st to another server su.
Here, nvth processes carried by the virtual machine vmth are performed on the
guest server su in addition to nu current processes. Hence, the expected electric
energy consumption NEtu of each guest server su (6= st) is obtained as NEtu =
MEEt(nu + nvth; 0). If EEt + EEu > NEt + NEtu, the total electric energy
to be consumed by a pair of the servers st and su is reduced to NEt + NEtu
by migrating the virtual machine vmth from the host server st to the guest server
su. We find a guest server su where the total electric energy consumption NEt +
NEtu of both the host server st and the guest server su can be mostly reduced and
the electric energy consumption NEtu of the guest server su is minimum. If such
a server su is found, the virtual machine vmth migrates from the host server st to
the guest server su.
Suppose there are a pair of servers st and and su as shown in Figure 7.3. ETt
and ETu show a pair of termination time of the servers st and su, respectively,
where no virtual machine on the host server st migrates to the guest server su.
That is, some current process is performed on the server st before time ETt and
no process is performed after time ETt. In Figure 7.3, a pair of the dotted area
show the electric energy EEt and EEu to be consumed by the servers st and su
to perform every current process, respectively.
Next, a virtual machine vmh on the host server st migrates to the guest server
su. Here, processes resident on the virtual machine vmh move from the host
server st to the guest server su. Hence, the other processes on the server st termi-
nate at time NTt before time ETt. On the other hand, more number of processes
are performed on the server su since the resident processes of the virtual machine
vmh are additionally performed. The hatched area of the server st in Figure 7.3
shows the electric energy consumption of the servers st and su to perform the
resident processes of the virtual machine vmh. By migrating the virtual machine
vmh to the guest server su, the server st consumes the smaller electric energy. On
the other hand, the electric energy consumption of the server su increases since
the virtual machine vmh with nvh processes newly come. The area obtained by
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removing the hatched area from the doted area shows the electric energy con-
sumptionNEt of the server st. On the other hand, the area obtained by adding the
hatched area to the dotted area shows the electric energy computationNEtu of the
server su. The doted area of the server su in Figure 7.3 shows the electric energy
consumption NEt + NEtu to perform the processes on the virtual machine vmh.
IfNEt +NEtu is smaller than EEt + EEu the virtual machine vmh can migrate
from the server st to the server su.
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Figure 7.3: Electric energy consumption.
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Chapter 8
Evaluation
8.1 Process Migration
8.1.1 Environment
We first evaluate the energy-efficient process migration (MG) algorithm in terms
of total energy consumption and total execution time of servers. We consider a
cluster S which is composed of m ( 1) servers s1,    , sm. Each server st fol-
lows the simple power consumption (SPC) model [22, 23] with maximum power
consumption maxEt and minimum power consumption minEt. In this evalua-
tion, the maximum power consumption maxEt is randomly taken out of 100 to
200 [W] and the minimum power consumptionminEt is also randomly taken out
of 80 to 100 [W] for each server st. In each server st, the maximum computation
rate maxCRt is randomly taken out of 0.5 to 1.0. The degradation constant t
= 1 for jCPt()j  maxNt and maxNt = 200. For jCPt()j > maxNt, t is
randomly taken out of 0.99 to 1.0. The computation rate CRt() of a server st
is given al maxNt 1t  CRT t for number n = j CPt( ) j of processes concurrently
performed at time  as presented in this paper.
Totally n ( 1) processes are performed on the servers s1,    , sm in the cluster
S. For each process pi, the starting time sti is randomly taken from 0 to xtime.
In this evaluation, the simulation time xtime is 10,000 time units [tu]. One time
unit is assumed to be 100 [msec]. That is, xtime = 10,000 [msec]. The minimum
computation timeminT i of each process pi is randomly taken out of 10 to 20 time
units. The simulation ends at time etime when every process terminates. Here,
etime  xtime.
In the evaluation, we consider three selection algorithms, random (RD), round
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robin (RR), and energy-efficient process migration (MG) algorithms to select a
server for each process pi.
In the RD algorithm, one server is randomly selected as a host server of each
process pi in the clusters of m servers s1,    , sm. In the RR algorithm, a server
s1 is selected for a first process. A server s2 is selected for a next coming process.
Thus, a server st is selected for a process after a server st 1. Here, t shows t
modulo m + 1. In the MG algorithm, a server st whose expected electric power
consumption is minimum is selected to perform each process pi. The process pi
is performed on the selected host server st. Every i = minT t / 4 time units, it
is checked from the process pi if a more number of processes are concurrently
performed than the process pi starts on a server st. If so, the migration (MG)
conditions are checked. If a server su which satisfies the MG conditions, i.e. the
server su is expected to consume a smaller amount of electric energy to perform
processes than the host server st, the process pi migrates to the guest server su.
The delay time i to migrate the process pi from host server st to another guest
server su is the half of the maximum minimum computation time, i.e. i = 20 / 2
= 10 time units.
8.1.2 Evaluation results
The cluster S is composed of m ( 1) servers s1,    , sm. Figures 8.1 and 8.2
show the total energy consumption [Wtu] of the servers s1,    , sm to perform n
processes on servers of the cluster S in the MG, RR, and RD algorithms for m =
8 and 24, respectively. As shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2, the total electric energy
consumption of them servers is smaller in the MG algorithm than the RR and RD
algorithms. The RR and RD algorithms imply almost the same electric energy
consumption. For example, the total electric energy consumption of the servers in
the MG algorithm is about 70% of the RR and RD algorithms for 1,400 processes
(n = 1,400) for eight servers (m = 8) as shown in Figure 8.1. For m = 8, every
server is heavily loaded. For twenty four servers (m = 24), since three times
more number of servers are less loaded thanm= 8. Hence, processes can migrate
to other servers so that the total energy consumption of the servers is reduced.
Hence, the energy consumption of the servers in the MG algorithm is less reduced
form = 8 thanm = 24. For example, the total electric energy consumption of the
servers in the MG algorithm is about 60% of the RR and RD algorithms for m =
24 as shown in Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.3 shows the average execution time of the n processes for eight
servers (m = 8). The average execution time of the processes is shorter in the
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MG algorithm than the RR and RD algorithms. In the RR and RD algorithms, the
average execution time of the processes drastically increases for more number of
processes than 1,200 (n> 1,200). However, the average execution time of the pro-
cesses in the MG algorithm does not change even if more number of processes are
performed. Because each process can migrate to a more energy-efficient server if
the host server is overloaded in the MG algorithm.
RR
RD
MG
Figure 8.1: Total energy consumption of servers (m = 8).
In the MG algorithm, processes migrate form host servers to guest servers to
reduce the electric energy consumption. Figure 8.4 shows the number of processes
which migrates on eight servers (m = 8) in the MG algorithm. There is no pro-
cess which migrates to another guest server if a fewer number n of processes are
performed (n < 400). For n = 400, processes migrate from host server to guest
server. For example, about 20% of the processes migrate for n = 1,000 while
about 75% of the processes migrate for n = 1,600. Thus, the more number of
processes are performed, the more number of processes migrate so that the total
electric energy consumption of the server can be reduced.
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Figure 8.2: Total energy consumption of servers (m = 24).
Figure 8.5 shows the total electric energy consumption of m servers s1,    ,
sm in the cluster S to perform 1,600 processes (n = 1,600). In the RR and RD
algorithms, the electric energy consumption of the servers does not change even
if the number m of servers increases. In the MG algorithm, the total energy con-
sumption of the servers decreases as the number m of servers increases. In the
MG algorithm, the smaller electric energy is consumed by the servers than the RR
and RD algorithms.
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Figure 8.3: Average execution time of processes (m = 8).
8.2 Static Virtual Machine Migration
8.2.1 Environment
Next, we evaluate the migration algorithms of virtual machines. We first evaluate
the static migration algorithm, EAMV (Energy-Aware Migration of Virtual Ma-
chines) algorithm in terms of the total electric energy consumption TEE [J] and
total active time TAT [tu] of servers and the average execution time AET [tu] of
processes compared with the non-migration random (RD), round robin (RR) al-
gorithms. In this paper, we consider the EAMV algorithm which takes usage of
the EVMS algorithm to select a virtual machine and EVMM algorithm to migrate
a virtual machine from a host server to a guest server. A virtual machine is se-
lected in the EVMS algorithm. In the RD algorithm, one virtual machine vmh is
randomly selected. In the RR algorithm, a virtual machine vmh is selected after
a virtual machine vmh 1 is selected. In the RD and RR algorithms, every virtual
machine vmh does not migrate and stays on one server. In the EAMV algorithm,
each virtual machine vmh migrates to a guest server if a migration condition is
satisfied.
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Figure 8.4: Number of migrated processes in the MG algorithm (m = 8).
There arem ( 1) heterogeneous servers s1, : : :, sm in a cluster S. The electric
power consumption parameters like minEt, maxEt, cEt, bEt, and tEt [W] and
the performance parameters like thread computation rate CRTt and number ntt
of threads of each server st are randomly taken as shown in Table 8.2. There are
a set VM of eight virtual machines vm1, : : :, vm8 and VM = fvm1, : : :, vmvg.
In the evaluation, we consider six servers (m = 6) and eight virtual machines (v
= 8).
The number n ( 1) of processes p1, : : :, pn are randomly issued to the cluster
S. In the simulation, one time unit [tu] is assumed to be 100 [msec] since the
electric power of a server is measured by using the electric power meter UWmeter
[46]. Each process configuration PFng includes a pair ¡pi,minTi, stimei¿ where
pi starts at time stimei. The minimum execution time minTi of each process pi
is randomly taken from 5 to 10 [tu], i.e. 0.5 to 1.0 [sec]. The amount V Si [vs] of
virtual computation steps of each process pi is minTi as discussed in this paper.
The start time stimei of each process pi is randomly taken from 0 to xtime -
1. The simulation time xtime is 200 [tu] (= 20 [sec]). The simulation is time-
based. We randomly generate four process configurations PFn1, : : :, PFn4 of the
processes p1, : : :, pn.
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Figure 8.5: Total energy consumption (n = 1,600).
We randomly generate four server configurations SF1, : : :, SF4 of the six
servers s1, : : :, sm (m = 6). In each server configuration SFk, the parameters of
each server st like minimum electric power minEt, number ntt of threads, and
thread computation rate CRTt are randomly taken.
We also generate four VM configurations V F1, : : :, V F4 of the virtual ma-
chines vm1, : : :, vmv (v = 8). In each VM configuration V Fl, initially each
virtual machine vmh is randomly deployed on a server st (l = 1, : : :, 4).
For each combination of the configurations SFk, V Fl, and PFng, the electric
energy consumption EEt and active time ATt of each server st and the execution
time ETi of each process pi are obtained in the simulation. Then, the total electric
energy consumption TEE of servers s1,    , sm are calculated as EE1 + : : : +
EEm and average execution time AET of the processes p1,    , pn as (ET1 + : : :
+ ETn / n). The average active time AT of the server s1, : : :, sm is calculated as
(AT1 + : : : + ATm /m).
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Table 8.1: Parameters.
parameters values
m number of servers s1, . . . , sm ( 1).
npt number of CPUs ( 2).
nct number of cores (1  8)/ CPU .
ctt threads/core (= 2).
ntt number of threads (= 2  npt  nct).
CRTt 0.5  1 [vs/tu].
maxCRt ntt maxCt [vs/tu].
minEt 80  100 [W].
maxEt 100  200 [W].
bEt (maxEt -minEt) / (4  npt) [W]
cEt 5  (maxEt -minEt) / (8  npt  nct) [W]
tEt (maxEt -minEt) / (8  ntt) [W]
n number of processes p1, . . . , pn (n  1)
minTi minimum computation time of a process pi ( 5 - 10 [tu])
V Si 5  10 [vs] (V Si =minTi)
stimei starting time of pi (0  sti < xtime - 1)
xtime simulation time (= 200 [tu] = 20 [sec])
v number of virtual machines vm1, : : :, vmv (v = 8)
8.2.2 Evaluation results
Figure 8.6 shows the total electric energy TEE = EE1 + : : : + EEm [Wtu] of
the four servers s1, : : :, sm (m = 4) for number n of processes with eight virtual
machines vm1, : : :, vm8 (v = 8). As shown in Figure 8.6, the total electric energy
TEE of the RD algorithm is almost the same as the RR algorithm. The total
electric energy consumption TEE of the four servers s1, : : :, s4 in the EAMV
algorithm is smaller than the other non-migration RD and RR algorithms. For
example, only 40% of the electric energy of the RD and RR algorithm is consumed
in the EAMV algorithm for n  800. In the EAMV algorithm, a virtual machine
on a host server st migrates to another guest server su if the host server st is
expected to consume more electric energy to perform processes than the guest
server su. Hence, the total electric energy consumption TEE of them servers s1,
: : :, sm can be reduced in the EAMV algorithm compared with the non-migration
RR and RD algorithms.
Figure 8.7 shows the total active time TAT [tu] of the four servers s1, : : :, s4
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for the number n of processes with eight virtual machines vm1, : : :, vm8. TAT
= AT1 + : : : + ATn. The active time of a server st means time when the server
st is active, i.e. at least one process is performed on the server st. The total active
time TAT of the RD algorithm is almost the same as the RR algorithm, because
processes are uniformly allocated to the servers. The total active time TAT of
the four servers (m = 4) in the EAMV algorithm is shorter than the other non-
migration RR and RD algorithms. For example, the total active time TAT of the
servers s1, : : :, s4 of the EAMV algorithm is half of the RR and RD algorithms.
This means, the servers are more lightly loaded in the EAMV algorithm than the
other RR and RD algorithms.
Figure 8.8 shows the average execution time AET [tu] of the number n of
processes p1, : : :, pn where m = 4 and v = 8. The average execution time AET
is (ET1 + : : : + ETn) / n. The average execution time AET of the processes p1,
: : :, pn in the EAMV algorithm is shorter than the RD and RR algorithms. In the
simulation, the average minimum execution time ( = (minT1 + : : : + minTn) /
n) of the processes is 8.0 [tu] as shown in Table 8.2. As shown in Figure 8.8, the
average execution time AET of RD algorithm is almost same as the RR algorithm.
In the EAMV algorithm, the average execution time AET of the n processes is
shorter than 10 [tu] for n  300 and 11 [tu] for n = 400. On the other hand, the
average execution timeAET of the n processes is about 50 and 100 [tu] in the RD
and RR algorithms for n = 300 and n = 400, respectively. By migrating virtual
machines to servers, the average execution time AET of the n processes can be
thus reduced in the EAMV algorithm compared with the non-migration RR and
RD algorithms.
8.3 Dynamic Virtual Machine Migration
8.3.1 Environment
We consider the dynamic migration algorithm, DVMM (Dynamic Virtual Ma-
chine Migration) algorithm where virtual machines are dynamically created and
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Figure 8.6: Total electric energy consumption.
dropped depending on number of processes. The DVMM (Dynamic Virtual Ma-
chine Migration) algorithm is evaluated in terms of the total electric energy con-
sumption TEE [Wtu] and total active time TAT [tu] of servers and the average
execution time AET [tu] of processes compared with the migration type EAMV
(Energy-Aware Migration of Virtual Machine) [19] algorithm and a pair of the
non-migration types of random (RD) and round robin (RR) algorithms.
In the RD algorithm, one virtual machine vmh is randomly selected in a set
VM of virtual machines. In the RR algorithm, a virtual machine vmh is selected
after a virtual machine vmh 1 is selected in the virtual machine set VM . Thus,
virtual machines are serially selected. In the RD and RR algorithms, every vir-
tual machine vmh just stays on the host server. A virtual machine vmh on an
energy-efficient server is first selected to perform a process issued by a client.
Then, virtual machines migrate to energy-efficient servers so as to reduce the total
electric energy consumption of the servers in the EAMV and DVMM algorithms.
In the RD, RR, and EAMV algorithms, the number v of virtual machines are in-
variant where there are eight virtual machines vm1, : : :, vm8 (v = 8) in a cluster
S. If a process pi is newly issued to a cluster S, one virtual machine is selected
to perform the process pi. In the EAMV and DVMM algorithms, each server st
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Figure 8.7: Total active time of servers.
is checked every  time units. Then, a smallest resident virtual machine is se-
lected and migrates to another guest server su if the electric energy consumption
of the servers st and su can be reduced. The electric energy to be consumed by the
servers is estimated by using the more sophisticated way in the EAMV algorithm
than the DVMM algorithm. However, it takes a longer time to do the computa-
tion to estimate the electric energy consumption. In the DVMM algorithm, the
estimation procedure is simple since just the number nt of current processes of
each server st is used. In the DVMM algorithm, virtual machines are dynami-
cally created and dropped depending on the number of processes. Hence, the total
number n of virtual machines is changed depending on the number of processes
performed. Initially, there is no virtual machine on each server st, i.e. VMt = 
and VM =  in the cluster S.
There are four server configurations SF1, : : :, SF4 (m = 4). In each server
configurations SFi, the power consumption parameters like minimum electric en-
ergy consumption minEt and core energy consumption cEt [W] and the perfor-
mance parameters like thread computation rate CRTt [vs/tu] and number ntt of
threads of each server st are randomly taken as shown in Table 8.2.
The number n ( 1) of processes p1, : : :, pn are randomly issued to the cluster
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Figure 8.8: Average execution time of processes.
S. One server st is selected for each process pi in the cluster S. One time unit [tu]
is assumed to be 100 [msec]. In each process configuration PFng, the minimum
execution timeminTi of each process pi is randomly taken from 5 to 10 [tu]. The
amount V Ci [vs] of virtual computation steps of each process pi is minTi, i.e, 5
to 10. The starting time stimei of each process pi is randomly taken from time
0 to xtime - 1. The simulation time xtime is 1,00 [tu] (= 10 [sec]). Thus, in
each process configuration PFng, a tuple ¡pi, minTi, stimei¿ is randomly taken
for each process pi. We randomly generate four process configurations PFn1, : : :,
PFn4 of the n processes p1, : : :, pn.
In the EAMV algorithm, eight virtual machines vm1, : : :, vm8 (v = 8) are
randomly deployed on the four servers s1, : : :, s4. Four virtual machine configura-
tions V F1, : : :, V F4 are generated in the EAMV algorithm. For each combination
of the configurations SFk, PFng, and V Fh (k, g, h= 1, : : :, 4), the electric energy
consumption EEt and active time ATt of each server st and the execution time
ETi of each process pi are obtained.
In the DVMMalgorithm, virtual machines are dynamically created and dropped.
Each server is checked every five time units, i.e.  = 5, to drop idle virtual ma-
chines on the server. The electric energy consumption EEt and active time ATt
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of each server st and the execution time ETt of each process pi are obtained for
each pair of server and process configurations SFk and PFng (k, g = 1, : : :, 4) in
the simulation.
8.3.2 Evaluation results
First, the total electric energy consumption TEE = EE1 + : : : + EE4 [Wtu] of
the servers is considered. Figure 8.9 shows the total electric energy consumption
TEE for number n of processes. maxNVMt = 10 and  = 5 in the DVMM
algorithm. If the number nvh of processes on a smallest virtual machine vmh is
larger than maxNVMt, a new virtual machine is created on the server st. The
total electric energy consumption TEE of the m (m = 4) servers s1, : : :, sm in
the RD algorithm is the same as the RR algorithm. As shown in Figure 8.6, the
total electric energy consumption TEE of the server in the DVMM algorithm is
smaller than the other algorithms. For example, only 40% of the electric energy
of the servers in the RD and RR algorithms and 70% of the EAMV algorithm
are consumed in the DVMM algorithm. In the DVMM and EAMV algorithms,
the total electric energy consumption TEE of the servers s1, : : :, s4 can be re-
duced compared with the non-migration RD and RR algorithms. In the EAMV
algorithm, since the total number v of virtual machines is invariant, i.e. v = 8,
the more number n of processes are issued, the more number of processes are
performed on each virtual machine. This means, even if a server consumes more
electric energy, no resident virtual machine of the server can migrate to another
server since too many number of processes are performed on the virtual machine
to migrate to another server. On the other hand, virtual machines are dynamically
created and dropped in the DVMM algorithm. The more number of processes are
issued, the more number of virtual machines. Hence, the servers consume smaller
electric energy in the DVMM algorithm than the EAMV algorithm.
Figure 8.10 shows the toal electric energy consumption TEE of the four
servers s1, : : :, s4 in the DVMM algorithm for maxNVMt where n (= 100, 500,
1,000) processes are performed. The larger maxNVMt gets, the smaller total
electric energy TEE is consumed by the servers for n  100. For example, the
total electric energy consumption of servers s1, : : :, s4 where maxNVMt is 20
is about 10% smaller than maxNVMt = 5, for n = 1,000. For n = 100, the
total electric energy consumption TEE of the servers does not change even if
maxNVMt changes.
Figure 8.11 shows the total active time TAT [tu] of the servers s1, : : :, s4 for
the number n of processes. The active time ATt of each server st means time
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Table 8.2: Parameters.
parameters values
m number of servers s1, . . . , sm ( 1).
npt number of CPUs ( 2).
cct number of cores (1  8)/ CPU .
ctt threads/core (= 2).
ntt number of threads (= 2  npt  cct).
CRTt 0.5  1 [vs/tu].
maxCRt ntt maxCRt [vs/tu].
minEt 80  100 [W].
maxEt 100  200 [W].
bEt (maxEt -minEt) / (4  npt) [W].
cEt 5  (maxEt -minEt) / (8  npt  nct) [W].
tEt (maxEt -minEt) / (8  ntt) [W].
n number of processes p1, . . . , pn (n  1).
minTi minimum computation time of a process pi ( 5 - 10 [tu]).
V Si 5  10 [vs] (V Si =minTi).
stimei starting time of pi (0  sti < xtime - 1).
xtime simulation time (= 200 [tu] = 20 [sec]).
v number of virtual machines vm1, : : :, vmv (v = 8).
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when the server st is active, i.e. at least one process is performed on the server
st. The total active time TAT of the servers is AT1 + : : : + AT4. The total active
time TAT of the servers in the RD algorithm is the same as the RR algorithm. The
total active time TAT of the servers s1, : : :, s4 in the DVMM algorithm is longer
than the EAMV algorithm while TAT is shorter than the RD and RR algorithms.
For example, the total active time TAT of the servers in the DVMM algorithm is
about 60% of the total active time TAT of the RR and RD algorithms and is 10%
longer than the EAMV algorithm. This means, the servers are more lightly loaded
in the migration type DVMM and EAMV algorithms than the non-migration RR
and RD algorithms.
Figure 8.12 shows the average execution time AET [tu] of the number n of
processes p1, : : :, pn. The average execution time AET of the processes p1, : : :,
pn is (ET1 + : : : + ETn) / n where ETi is the execution time of each process
pi. The average execution time AET of the n processes in the RD algorithm is
the same as the RR algorithm since process are uniformly issued to the servers
s1, : : :, s4. The average execution time AET of the n processes in the DVMM
algorithm is about half of the other algorithms. By dynamically creating virtual
machines and migrating virtual machines to more energy-efficient servers, the
average execution timeAET of the n processes can be thus reduced in the DVMM
algorithm compared with the non-migration RR and RD algorithms.
Figure 8.13 shows the numbers of virtual machines created and dropped and
the number of migrations in the DVMM algorithm for number n of processes.
The more number n of processes are issued by clients, the more number of virtual
machines are created and dropped. In addition, virtual machines migrate more
frequently among servers. It takes time and consumes electric energy to drop
virtual machines. We have to reduce the number of virtual machines dropped.
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Figure 8.9: Total electric energy consumption (m = 4,  = 5,maxNVMt = 10).
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Figure 8.10: Total electric energy consumption (m = 4,  = 5).
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Figure 8.11: Total active time of servers (m = 4,  = 5,maxNVMt = 10).
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Studies
9.1 Conclusions
In order to realize eco society, it is critical to reduce the electric energy consump-
tion of information systems. Especially, servers in scalable clusters like cloud
computing systems consume huge electric energy compared with clients. In this
thesis, we take the macro-level approach to reducing the electric energy consump-
tion of servers. Here, we aim at reducing the total electric energy consumed by
servers to perform application processes issued by applications. First, we mea-
sured the electric power [W] consumed by types of servers to perform types of ap-
plication processes. Then, parameters which mostly dominate the electric power
consumption of a server. Then, we newly proposed the MLPCM (MLPC model of
a server with Multiple CPUs) model as a power consumption model which gives
electric power to be consumed by a server to perform application processes. We
made clear the power consumption of a server st depends on the number of active
threads. If no application process is performed, a server st consumes the mini-
mum electric power minEt. If equal to or more number of processes than the
total number ntt of threads are performed, the server st consumes the maximum
electric power maxEt. Then, we proposed the MLCM (Multi-Level Computa-
tion model with Multiple CPUs) model as a computation model of a server which
gives the expected termination time of each application process performed with
other application processes. The computation rate of each process is constant, i.e.
the thread computation rate if a fewer number of processes than the total num-
ber of threads are concurrently performed on the server. Otherwise, the process
computation rate decrease as the number of concurrent processes increases. The
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MLPCM and MLCM models give the formal basis to consider how to reduce the
electric energy consumption of servers at the macro level.
Each application on a client issues a request to a cluster of servers. One server
is selected and a process to handle the request is created on the server. The process
is performed on the server. In this thesis, we newly proposed the process migration
approach to reducing the electric energy consumption of servers in addition to
selecting an energy-efficient server to perform each application process. First,
we discussed how to migrate each process on a host server to another energy-
efficient guest server. We proposed the MG (Process Migration) algorithm to
decide which process on which server to migrate to which server, so that the total
electric energy to be consumed by the servers is reduced. Based on the MLPCM
and MLCM models, the expected termination time of each process is obtained by
decrementing the computation laxity by the computation rate.
Secondly, we discussed virtual machine migration algorithms where we take
advantage of virtual machine technologies which are used to support virtual ser-
vice in clusters like cloud computing systems. It is not easy to migrate types of
processes among heterogeneous servers with different architectures and operating
system. Processes on a virtual machine on a host server can easily migrate to
another guest server independently of heterogeneity of servers. In the virtual ma-
chine migration algorithms, a pair of static and dynamic migration algorithms of
virtual machines are newly proposed. In the static migrations of virtual machines,
the number v of virtual machines is invariant in a cluster independently of num-
ber of processes performed. We proposed the EAMV (Energy-Aware Migration
of Virtual machines) algorithm where each virtual machine migrates from host
server to another guest server. We also proposed the DVMM (Dynamic Virtual
Machine Migration) algorithm to dynamically migrate virtual machines among
servers. Here, virtual machines are dynamically created and dropped depending
on number of processes performed on the servers. The more number of processes
are performed, the more number of virtual machines are created. In the EAMV
algorithm, it takes time to estimate the expected termination time of each process
since the computation of each current process has to be simulated by decrement-
ing the computation laxity of each process by the process computation rate. In
order to make the estimation simpler, we proposed the simple estimation model
where only number nt of processes on each server st and the number nvh on a
virtual machine vmh to migrate. by using the simple estimation model, a virtual
machine on a host server and a guest server to which the virtual machine migrates
are selected so that the total electric energy to be consumed by the host and guest
servers can be reduced.
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Lastly, we evaluated the MG, EAMV, and DVMM algorithms which we pro-
posed in this thesis, in terms of the total electric energy consumption of servers,
the active time of servers, and the average execution time of processes in the sim-
ulation. In order to do the simulation, we developed the time-based simulator
by which the electric energy consumption and active time of each server and the
execution time of each process are obtained. The simulator is implemented by
taking advantage of a relational database and SQL. In the evaluation, the total
electric energy of servers can be mostly reduced in the dynamic migration algo-
rithm DVMM compared with non-migration algorithms RR (Round-Robin), RD
(Random), SGEA (Simple Globally Energy-Aware), and static migration algo-
rithm EAMV.
In this thesis, we newly proposed the power consumption model of a server
with multi-thread CPUs to perform application processes. Then, we newly dis-
cussed the migration approach to reducing the electric energy consumption of
servers in a cluster. We proposed novel algorithms to select energy-efficient
servers to perform an application process and migrate processes to more energy-
efficient servers by taking advantage of virtual machine technologies. The models
and algorithms which we newly discussed and proposed in this thesis. They are
the theoretical foundations to design, implement, and evaluate energy-efficient
information systems.
9.2 Future Studies
In this thesis, we proposed migration types of the MG, EAMV, and DVMM algo-
rithms to reduce the electric energy consumption of servers in clusters and evalu-
ated the algorithms in terms of total electric energy consumption of servers and av-
erage execution time of processes in the simulation. We would like to implement
and evaluate the algorithms, which we proposed, in real server clusters, especially
scalable clusters.
Information systems are composed of various types of nodes like sensors [2]
and actors like robots in addition to servers and clients as discussed in IoT (Inter-
net of Things) [45]. In the IoT system, there are fog nodes between devices and
clouds of servers. Data and computation are stored and used in a cloud. In the
IoT system, data and computation are distributed to not only servers in a cloud but
also fog nodes. We would like to make a power consumption model of fog nodes
and IoT devices in the IoT system.
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